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E . L . I . T. E . 2 0 0 1 C o -

George Fox University
needs prayer. George Fox par
ents will be laying a prayer blan

Publicity Coordinator
What's this you've been
hearing about the E.L.I.T.E.
Leadership Conference?
You may have seen the

ket over this school on March 17,

2001 from 1-4 p.m., marking the
second annual Parents' Day of

posters around campus with the

Prayer. Parents will meet at 15
off-campus sites nationwide and
on campus in Hoover's Kershner

ambitious mountain-climber on

the front. You may have seen the
Bruin's Den tables covered with

Lecture Hall.

Sheri Philips, Director of
Alumni and Parent Relations,

said, "Everything that has to do

with the university is going to be j
upheld
in
prayer."
i
The event begins with par
ent-led worship, then moves into
a time of small-group prayer,

offering praise and thanks to God
for his presence at George Fox.
From here, groups of two and
three will disperse throughout

campus on one-hour prayer

Photo by Davida Ankeny

Balmy and beautiful—can it really be March?

University's student government
is pleased to present the fourth

Many students basked in the recent unseasonable warmth, such as Mona

a n n u a l E . L . I . T. E 2 0 0 1 S t u d e n t

Matthews, seen here studying in the sun in front of Minthom.

Rekindle fire with The Light

walks. The session ends with

1

corporate supplication. This oncampus group attendance is
expected to double from last
year, registering at 40 parents.

Contributing Writer

How do off-campus parents

stay connected? Thanks to the
combined efforts of George Fox

University's Parent Counsel and
students Tonya Lynne Wildhaber
and Josh Nauman, a "virtual"

prayer walk video was created to
simulate a walk across campus.
With Wildhaber narrating and
Nauman filming, the guided tour
focuses on the major campus

buildings, explaining the pro
grams contained within each.
The video flashes into a black

frame, signaling video watchers
to pause and pray. The video
construction proceeds this way

AURA

GRABLE

parent. "The Parents' Day of
Prayer was a total blessing to me
from every aspect. I was quite
surprised at the balance between
structure and informality that

allowed the prayer sessions to be

guided, yet totally led by God. It

was obvious that prayer had gone

into the planning and that God

See Prayer, page 16

Passion band that led worship at

Students from around the

OneDay, the event that inspired
The Light.
Other bands leading worship

Northwest will soon gather at

include Assumable Loan (from

George Fox for prayer, worship,
and teaching from various speak

Va n c o u v e r, W a s h . ) , S h a w n

ers.

Friday through Sunday, Mar.
16-18, around 1,500 high school
and college students will come
together at George Fox for a
gathering called "The Light."

The Light will take place in

McDonald (from Eugene, Ore.),
and 3DF (from Portland, Ore.).
In addition, a special group of

George Fox students have
formed a band for this weekend
e v e n t .

The Light will feature four
local pastors: Ron Mehl, nation

Bauman Auditorium and will fea

ally known author and pastor of

ture a variety of musicians

Bcaverton Foursquare; Bill
Jastram, pastor of Tualatin
Foursquare; Stan Russell, George
Fox alumni and pastor of Grace

including Charlie Hall and hi.s
band from Oklahoma City, Okla.
Hall is one of the leaders in the

Community Church in Tualatin,
and Newberg's own Tim Clark,
pastor of Horizon Foursquare.
Senior pastor of Risen King
Community Church in Redding,
Calif., Bill Randall, will also
speak.
The inspiration for The Light
comes from junior Lindsay
Walker. Walker's experience at

Leadership Conference. The
conference will be held on cam

pus April 6-8.
College students from
throughout the northwest and
into California will gather for a
f u n - fi l l e d w e e k e n d o f i n t e n s i v e

leadership training, three days
that the conferees will not likely
forget.
The

E . L . I . T. E .

2001

Conference, which stands for

Empowering Leaders of
Integrity Through Experience, is
designed to help students under

stand their personal leadership

OneDay 2000 (a similar event
with over 30,000 college students
held near Memphis, Tenn.)

styles and to become more effec

inspired her to organize a similar
event designed for college

communities. The full three-day
event focuses on various aspects

students in the Northwest.

of leadership using interactive

tive leaders for positive change
on their respective campuses and

workshops, roundlabic di.scus-

See Worship, page 16

sions, Tilikum challenge course
initiatives, and service learning
projects.

Bruin Preview attracts students

until the end.

On-campus and off-campus
fellowship is positive for parents.
According to one George Fox

conference literature, and your
R.A. may even have mentioned
it. So what is E.L.I.T.E really?
This year, George Fox

ERIN

NEWBERRY

Staff Writer
College seniors are contem

plating how to get through the
last few months of school and
what to do next in life with their

soon-to-bc-earned Bachelor's

Degrees.
Another set of seniors are

completing their tenures in high
school and eagerly looking
toward embarking on the great
wide world of higher education.
These students have searched

throughout the year for the per

fect college. The college with
good professors, good dorms and
good food.
There are many choices. One
can turn to a state university,
complete with people and parties.
Another option is the ever-popu
lar junior university, where one
can take general classes for little
money. Then there's the private
university with the small classes,
the familiar faces and the com

E . L . I . T. E s t u d e n t d i r e c t o r
Austin Ashenbrenner believes
t h e c o n f e r e n c e i s b e n e fi c i a l

University proposes an answer.
Bruin Preview for Spring
Semester 2001 will be held

because attendees have opportu

Thursday, March 15 and Friday,
March 16. The campus opens its

only conference that 1 have
found that incorporates experien

arms to high school juniors and

tial leaming into the program."

seniors and transfer students who
come to discover more about the

One of the goals of the con
ference every year, as indicated

university. These students spend

by the conference acronym, is to
provide an opportunity for stu

the night with a volunteer host,

nities to test their leadership
skills. He says, "E.L.I.T.E. is the

go to the classes of their choos
ing, and have the opportunity to

dents to learn about leadership

See Preview, page 16

Sce Leadership, page 16

concepts not only through spcak-

pact campuses. So many choices.
These bewildered students pon
der the question, "How do I know
where to go?" George Fox

PA G E 2
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Campus Contefupli^twit^

What was your best Spring Break
ever? Wil this year top that and how?
warm Californian des- will probably wor ^
'tination where we will and hang out wit my
bask in the radiance of friend as much as possi e.

this

I'd have to say that my best

spring break ever was going

to Europe during my senior
year of high school. The

u / h i o h had
h a d aa water\
world which

park.

— Renee Hansen

Switzerland,

'Spring Break sunshine. It wil be nice to not worry I'm really excited about
going to Mexico, helping
sist numerous hours spent can't wait!
— Dan Kirkman
people, building a" house
playing at the beach and

a

meeting some surfer girls

The daily regimen will con- about school for a wee ,

trip took
England,
n

with great tans (and great

Germany.

and getting a tan!

F r e s h m a n y e a r. . . f o u r

— Brianna Scheller

personalities too, of girls...Price is Right...Bob I spent the week snowBarker...mexican music.

I had so

course).

m u c h

We will conclude by hitch

fun hang

hiking North, talking of

ing out
f o r e i g

ships as

countries

well as a

w i t h

b r a n d -

m

a

y

e

w

apprecia

friends.

It's possi
ble that this year could top
that. I will be going on the
Mexico Serve Trip, and

something I hope to gain

deeply philosophical matters and sharing the Gospel
with some fun-loving truck
drivers. Carpe diem, baby.
—Ed 2 Adventurers

— Kristin Campbell

playing in the mountains.
One year I went to a beach — Katy Dicker
cabin and stayed there a

week with my brother and My best spring break ever
two friends. It was pretty was my sophomore year 1
sweet.

— Matthew Johnson

tion for how blessed I am.

spring break will compare
We intend to ship aboard an
ocean-bound freighter to a

to ones in the past, but I am

looking forward to it still. I

Student Snapshots
m

-

4% 'J-

Meg Boden is a sophomore
child psychology major from former

ly from Lake Osvvego, Ore. who cur

stayed and my friend's ski

movie theater.

I went night snowboarding

— Davida Ankeny

for the first time and we

I'm excited about taking a

next to the hot tub outside

road trip with three people

of the house.

t o L a k e Ta h o e , S a n
Francisco and Sacramento

One night me and my
friends made a 10-foot high

this spring break.

snowman and carved it so it

— Christina Drummond

looked like he was sitting
on the toilet. 1 have pic
tures. It was the best spring

made a snow tunnel right

break ever!
— Brian Durick

Adrian McPherson is a

junior psychology major from
Coburg, Ore. Adrian's hobbies
include Ultimate Frisbee, Disc

lifting and drinking coffee. Her

blue.

favorite color is purple and for spring

For spring break, Adrian

break Meg plans to go to her family's
mountain cabin and go snowshoeing.
She will also go to Washington and

plans to take a road trip to San

visit her grandma and aunt.

Adrian's favorite quote is
"When a ball dreams, it dreams

Meg's favorite Bible verse is

resort/mansion.

Adrian McPherson

rently lives in Butteville, Ore.
Meg enjoys snowshoeing, ski
ing, helping with Young Life, weight

James 1:2-4.

group of friends. We went

I had a Star Wars marathon
and watched all three in the

My best spring break ever
was going to Canada and
the biggest mall in the

Meg Boden

went to Canada with a

to Silver Star ski resort and

I don't know how this

— Y e n Ts e

boarding, sledding and

Golf, raquetball and dancing
and he loves the color sparkle

Jose to go swing dancing at
some "hoppin' clubs."

it's a frisbee."
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Chapel Band to find new faces for next year
of Woodman
T h e

Those who do receive an
audition will receive notification

application

and a packet of music they will

consists of a

be expected to learn for audi

job descrip
an

tions. The audition process will
initially take place April Twelfth

application

and callbacks will occur the next

form,

evening. Those auditioning for
worship leader will also partici

tion,

and

two reference
letters. The

pate in a personal interview ses

application

sion that same week.

must

mittee draws from mem

entirety by
4:30 p.m.,

bers of the current

March 23 to

the Campus

J O N AT H A N M F F O T

more finish their current ministry,

Contributing Writer

chapel band is beginning the
audition process once again.

look next year. As two current

Applications for positions in
next year's group are currently
available in the Campus

members graduate and three

M i n i s t r i e s o f fi c e o n t h e fi r s t fl o o r

Chapel band will have a new

Sunday nights, and participates in
the all-campus retreats. Along
with these responsibilities, next
year's chapel band will be
expected to contribute to the wor
ship album started by the current
ensemble.

Chapel Band
has the "opportunity

Perhaps the
best advice for

to facilitate the most awe

m i n i s t r i e s

ni

office for it to

leader

some experience that God

be

George Fox, and
Campus Pastor
Gregg Lamm.

consid

ered.

John Melot, Joe Schlegel, Dave Gutierrez, and Kim Weirich lead the
George Fox Community in worship.

chapel band, cam
pus ministries

semester, over the Edge on

o f fi c e s , a n a l u m

Photo by Erin Stelzenmueller

Current Chapel Band members Darby Ytreeide, Jeremy Comstock,

The decision-making com

be

turned in its

Furthermore he describes Chapel
Band's involvement as mirroring
much of this year's group.
Chapel Band currently plays
in approximately 15 chapels a

A f t e r

the applica
tions

are

worship
from

applicants
may be to
prayerrully
a

allows us to have with
H i m - W O R S H I P. "

— Gregg Lamm

The committee is

remaining flexible for

Campus Pastor

n

d

thoughtful
ly consider
their involve
ment.

Lamm

stresses that it is

returned and

different band structures

reviewed, the

and recognizes that next year's

cants to be able determine how

second part of the process begins:
the musical audition.

group may differ structurally
from this year's.

Unfortunately, due to the
number of applications filled out

Band has the "opportunity to

important

appli

every year, it is not guaranteed
that everyone who takes an appli

experience that God allows us to

God has equipped and called
them to lead worship.
The due dates for the appli
cations are coming soon. If you
feel this is something God may
be calling you to, pick up an

cation will receive an audition.

have

application packet.

Lamm points out that Chapel
facilitate the most awesome

with

H i m - W O R S H I P. "

Forensic team challenges public speaking fears
LIZ

BRUNO

Staff Writer
Public speaking often drives
fear into the hearts of students,

but a group at George Fox chal
lenges students to find pleasure,
not fear, in speaking.
The George Fox Forensics
team (a.k.a. Speech and Debate)

is a group of students who travel
throughout the year to compete in
speech tournaments. Team mem
bers include freshman Josh

Hoskins, Jess Ankeny, Liz Bruno,
and Nate Holmes, sophomore

Josh Livingston, junior Heather

Faith

would permeate into my life the

victories and plaques in hand, but

ual events including dramatic

Curammeng.
"Forensics is like being on a

way it has, but it has added a
level of precision (and "

realize success is not the main

interpretation, persuasive speak
ing, poetry, impromptu speaking,
and after dinner speaking. The

Cramer

and

senior

sports team, except for the fact
that we don't really run or sweat a
lot," said Curammeng.
The purpose of Forensics is
t o t w e a k a n d r e fi n e t h e v e r b a l
skills of students. Under the
direction of Communications

professor Clella Jaffe, students
leam to articulate with eloquence
and charisma. More than just
speaking, students leam how to
organize their thoughts and
express themselves more accu
rately.
"I never thought Forensics

felicity) in ail I do; iny'^^ForensicS

objective.

my papers, my /being On a
everyday conver- /

sations, even the / SportS teani^ except

"It's not about

winning. It's
about being
loud and pas

way I feel about for the fact that we don't s i o n a t e a n d
the song Total
shouting that
really run or sweat
Eclipse of the
you're right
a lot."
Heart'," said
in a booming
Bruno.

Despite being
a small and relatively

— Faith Curammeng
ASC Secretary

inexperienced team,
they have placed well
throughout toumamenls this year.
Students have come away with

voice," said
Josh Hoskins.

An average
tournament, lasting
two or three days, con
tains up to nine debate rounds.
Students also compete in individ

team has attended nine tourna

ments throughout the year in
Oregon, Washington and Idaho.
"Just going on our trips has

just been amazingly encouraging,
and helps me to be able to really
deal with leaving home, my
home state and my friends and all
the problems I deal with at
school, the stress and all that

jazz," said Jessica Ankeny. "The
people on the team arc phenome
nal and are a huge, huge encour
agement."

Saint Patricks day legends, meaning, color green
f

TSA

DFLZER

Staff Writer
A n o l d e r, b e a r d e d m a n

appears on the borders of your
small village, preaching a strange

message - one of purity,

and strength, and salva- ^
tion. After a convincing
message, you aren t

quite sure of his truth.
However,

at

the close of his
s

e

r

m

o

n

This is one of many legends
surrounding Saint Patrick, the
patron saint of Ireland. The
snake was the revered pagan
symbol, and as Saint Patrick first
brought Christianity to the
"Emerald Isle," he banished all
the snakes from the land.

Bom in Scotland in 387,

grow, And may trouble avoid you

as a shoemaker. In addition, each

wherever you go" (Irish bless
ing).

find their leprechaun by
the sound of the shoe

tually escaping back to

leprechaun hides a pot of gold at
the end of a rainbow.

Will you graduate
with college debts?

Gold hunters can

maker's hammer; once

placing a newly picked shamrock

Have you figured how long it will
take you to pay them off—if you get the

superstition, and popular ways to

caught, the leprechaun job you are hoping for?
can be forced into telling
Learn how multi-level marketing

increase luck on Saint Patrick's

the whereabouts of his

enables you to leverage .your earning

gold. The hunter's eye
must remain on the lep

potential. Leam the 5 variables of MLM

I the word of God

Day include finding a four-leaf
clover, thus doubling the usual
blessing; wearing green, symbol
izing spring, Ireland, and the
shamrock; and kissing the
"Blarney Stone," a stone on an

to Ireland. At the

Irish castle which was blessed

age of sixty he

many years ago and which, when
kissed, is said to provide the abil

ing out of the under

S a i n t

growth.
You are shocked

c o m m i s -

into a standstill,

sicned to take

drown themselves!

outnumber the shamrocks that

from society and takes business

Holy Spirit as three separate enti
ties, yet inseparable as a whole.
Irish culture is steeped in

•ritain.

towards the ocean - where they

human who remains i.solated

Father, Jesus the Son, and the

of snakes come pour

snakes are headed past you,

year on March 17. His followers
adopted the custom of wearing a
shamrock on this feast day, due to
another legend in which he

in your hair, or searching out
your lucky college-paying lep
rechaun, "May your ble.ssings

in his teens. Although even

Saint Patrick was captured

or even thousands

fright. All of a sud
den you notice that these very

and so we celebrate his life each

and lived as a slave in Ireland

,

run or to collapse in

in Ireland on March 17,460 A.D.,

whether wearing green lipstick,

today, and for communication
majors, this blessing might be
worth the journey.
Another popular legend is
that of the leprechaun, a small

explained the Trinity to Iri.sh
natives by using a clover - the
three leaves symbolizing God the

scores, hundreds,

unsure of whether to

intense suffering for Christ he
was honored as a martyr; he died

'atrick was

became a missionary, writing an

autobiography entitled,
"Confessio." Because of his

ity to speak eloquently and per
suasively. This stone still exists

rechaun at all times, how

ever, or he may disappear
altogether. Much of the
leprechaun's cunning
involves turning the
greedy hunter's eye, in
hopes of saving his gold.
However your Saint
Patrick's Day finds you.

plans and how to choose the company
with the plan that is right for you. No
risk.

503-538-0198

ajhpooIe(a^opcn.org
www.shakIee.net/ajpoole
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Retreats: a time to grow or a
MELISSA

MOCK

Opinion Editor
Most people know that,
come October, they can't expect
to meet with someone from ASC,

or get a hold of an RA, or plan a
coffee date with a member of the

choir. Chances arc pretty good

that these groups will be on
retreat, either camping out on the
floor of a church or cramming
into Marge Weesner's cabin at

waste of money?
w e r e

who don't need to be intimate to

ited. We have weekly meetings

plished

do their job. Leaders want their

and I keep in touch with the edi
tors, but I usually do my work

obligatory

group to be close and get along,
so they go on retreat and then
orchestrate limes for people to
share their heart or aspects of
their faith that perhaps they
aren't prepared to share.
This is especially true of stu
dents who are on more than one

committee, club, or focus group.
Take James Kramer, for example.

alone in the office. Perhaps the
Crescent staff retreat was a great

deal of fun, but I know that if I
had been on staff last semester, I
would have been frustrated try

ing to fit it into a busy schedule.
However, just when 1 find
myself at the peak of frustration
with all this retreat nonsense, I

and

,

an

Lnd.ned,o^^e.endWas

ii^rp a.re some or

ASC money. Here arc

the responses I received:

to be a "get away" time, I feel
that it is. Nfy always relax

es, and I forget about school and
worries. That's the most wonder

ful thing. Sometimes, we need to

"If you go on retreat with a spe- just rest in God. "

irpurposeinmind.theycanbe

beneficial, but if you go with no
aim to accomplish anything, then
it becomes playtime ond a waste

of ASC's money."

think of Players retreat. That

S u p r e m e

Court, '98^'99

set these things up to force spiri

you can go, but .sometimes they
tuality, friendships, and ideology

ence. I think the
reason that was

roommates was in Shared Praxis

because there is so
much time spent

on vou. It can be a little imposing."

important was

-Jacob Kuntz,

Res. Life, 1999-2000

with those people.

■'With a staff of four people, it is

Maybe students

difficult to make our retreat benejicial because we don't work
together on a continual basis,

should be restrict

overnight at a monastery or a
weekend at Irv Brendlinger's

ed to one retreat

per year and there

hou.se —but even then. I won

dered what exactly those retreats
accomplished.
As the semi-annual All-Campus
Retreat (by "All-Campus" they
mean 150 people) approaches,
once again I find myself wonder

it is when they force you to go on

valuable experi

February.
My sophomore year, one of my

"retreat" every other weekend
and on Wednesdays. Granted,
their retreats were pretty cool —

(Hee Hee) They can be fun. but

"Player's retreat.

I felt, wos a really

and it seemed like she was on a

"I have been on about twenty
retreats since / came to Fox. I

them to fulfill their quota of com
munity-activities. It's great when

The month of October is pret
ty much the season for retreats,
although they can take place at
any lime, even out of the blue, on
a non-descript weekend in

-Erin Newberry

have never been so mis-treated.

-Katie Pritchard,

the coast.

should be a differ

nor is intimate knowledge about

ence

between

one another beneficial to our

major time com
mitments and

work — so retreat was a waste of
time and money."

minor

time

- E r i n S t e l z e n m u e l l e r,

coni-

Darkroom Manager

m i t m e n t s .

Because

ing why we constantly feel like
weekend in October is a high

campus. It is even part of the job
de.scriptions for any ASC posi
tion that you must attend any for-

light of the year. Not only does it
provide valuable rehearsal time,
w h o h a s h a d fi v e r e t r e a t w e e k

but it is when traditions are

To r e t r e a t m e a n s t o w i t h d r a w,

ends in a row for the past two

seek asylum or refuge. Is cafete
ria food so bad that we really
have to seek refuge from it? Are

years. Did he really need to feel
tightly bonded to each and every
one of those people?

observed, relationships are solid
ified, and gallons of Mo's clam

o u r c l a s s l o a d s s o d i f fi c u l t t h a t

when
or

"I think retreats are a valuable

club wants to go on retreat it
decreases the value of retreats in

bonding time for the committees
to get to know each other so they

general. Suddenly it's not a
unique experience."

can work well for the rest of the

every

we need to "retreat" from this

mational retreats.

it. Even if it'a only to a place two
miles away, since it's designated

group

year. If you have to work togeth
er on a daily basis, you need to
be comfortable with each other."

• Tr i n a C h r i s t i a n s e n ,
Ambassadors, 199-2000

-Shara Denniston,

chowder is consumed. I would

n't trade Players retreat for any

"We make sure we get some

we must withdraw? On this cam

Last semester, the Crescent
staff went on retreat, but since I

thing, and I suppose that other
groups must feel the same way

meeting time in as well as Just
having fun...my committee would

pus, it seems that "retreat" means
that there is extra money in our

didn't sign on until this semester,
I didn't participate. That doesn't

loo.

I decided to ask a few club

not have the great group dynam
ics we have if we did not spend

mean that I feel ostracized from

presidents, ASC officers and

the money to have some time out

the group or am unable to relate

Resident Life Staff members

of the office together. During

to other staff members. The truth

what they thought of their retreat.

retreats I have been on, I've
learned so much about the other

son for the retreats I have been

is, my interaction with other
members of the staff is very lim-

I asked them whether it was a
time in which work was accom-

people there — whether it's

plan retreats Just to accomplish

budget and we have already pur
chased our share of pizza for the
y e a r.

1 feel that, oftentimes, retreats

force intimacy between people

Letter to the editor: Filtering system

may curb pornography addiction problem
My father struggled with addiction to
pornography from early high school to just a
few montlrs ago. He may have finally beaten
it, but it has cost him his marriage.
1 was the one who discovered his problem.
As a result, 1 liave been needlessly exposed to
it. which unfortunately, has led to me being
templed by it as well. It is not an addiction to

will be forced to find another way to deal with

their addiction. I. for one, would not struggle
so much with temptation if it were not an
option. It is not a big enough problem that I

would ever go any farther than my own room
to look for it. It is my hope that those in simi

lar situations would be helped also by thi.s fil

the temptation is like.
I have learned much about the psychology

tering.
I completely respect those who feel that this
is protecting us from ourselves, and is there
fore unproductive. I also believe that's what is

of addiction throughout this ordeal. Pom
addicts seek acceptance from the images they
see, as if the people on the screen actually care

me, and 1 am able to defeat it, but I know what

about them. When they feel down, they turn to
porn. When they feci bad about being addict

ed to porn, they turn hack to porn, because it
makes them idel better.

That said, I tiiink the filtering system is a
good idea, not because we need parenting, but

because a large portion of addicts are not will
ing to go out of their way to feed their addic
tion. By that, 1 mean they will not drive to an
adult store or strip club. If their Internet access

to these materials is blocked, I believe they

ASC activities

"Not all retreats are necessary,

but I definitely build bonds with
people on retreat. I don't think

that every group on campus
needs one, but I am a better per
on. I think sometimes leaders

through telling life stories or Just

community. They rush things

eating together. There's some

and force community to happen."

thing about a small group of peo

-James Kramer,
Res. Life 1999-2001

ple away from the Fox environ

ment that really makes them open
up. I assume some people who
are told they have to go on retreat

feel as if it is forced, but I think if
they went with an open mind,
they would find the bonding gen

The students I polled seemed
unable to decide whether retreats

were beneficial or not, which was

to be expected. Many people
look around at the groups on

uine."

campus and think, "Why do they

-Janelle Walker,

need to retreat, they hardly even

Activities Director

work together." but when it

"7 feel anytime you can gel a
group of people together outside

comes to their own experiences,

they don't want to give up that

of campus, it is a valuable oppor

precious time for reflection and

needed. If nothing else, it will help those of us
who are not addicted yet, and those that are

about yourself. People are fasci
nating and there is just some

1 still believe that there are
groups on campus that don't need

truly addicted will have to go elsewhere to get

at their best (sleep deprived.

pus money to go on one. And 1

their fix. Whatever (he case, if you know
someone who deals witli pornography addic

tion. please don't look down on them. Their
problem comes from looking down on them
selves. They doift need your help to feel infe
r i o r.

— Anonymous

Note: Due to the personal nature of this
letter, the author chooses to remain anonxmous

tunity to learn about them and

renewal.

thing about getting to know them

a retreat and shouldn't use cam

'•"My. a„d probably engaging in

think it is ridiculous to make

tottte intmiliating get-to-know-

retreats mandatory when so

yo" gatne) that makes hn„.aniry
ail the more real, and ntakes

many students are over-commit
ted as it is.

m

"'•'"aiiy glad to he a part of i t . "

e

Group retreats shouldn't be

• Kristen Biihler,

thrown out altogether — they

Choir President

obviously facilitate the formation

hard for me to com
mit to a retreat,
but once I ge,

next year when November rolls

^'"""'12
Mer hmy
ow,year
couldwithout
have
'""'rf-ough

of relationships, as well as act as
a productive meeting time. But
around, don't be surprised to find
many active students needing a

rest after so many retreats.
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OPINION

From the Pen of the

George Fox not what it used to be

President

MELISSA

Roops, I rid it

A5C President

So the other day. I slroiled past the
Stevens Center when I heard a voice call

to me, "Hey, Brian!" I looked up to see
President Brandt and Barry Hubbell

w a v "

ing to me from an open window space
n

r

t

i n

1 waved back and kept walking on my
merry way. but in the back of my mind, I

thought, "Why were they up there? What
if the Stevens Center is haunted? Did a

pirate bury some treasure there?" I figured
this all sounded very Scooby-Dooi.sh, so '
put together a crack (or on crack) investi

gating team to ... urn ... investigate.
Team Roll Call: I play Freddie, the
dim-witted leader. I always get to drive
even though our van keeps breaking
down. At my right hand, instead of

Daphne, is Britney Spears. Shaggy (the
cartoon) will be Shaggy (the rapper):
Riley the dog is Scooby. and the part of
Velma will be played by a decorative
plate. My motley crew and I hopped into
our Mystery Mobile (a Gremlin) and
d r o v e o v e r t o t h e S t e v e n s C e n t e r.

We all piled out and began to investi

A few years ago, when stu

tion with the NPD for being

admissions newsletter).

"good kids."

Certainly the campus has
changed over the years, but
times change and we don't
want to get rooted in the past.
The important thing is to keep

When faced with this sort of

dents voted to overturn that

evidence it is easy for me to

George Fox for as long as I

rule, they promised that there
would only be one dance a

agree that George Fox is
slowly slipping away from it's
Christian heritage. But, then 1

ents' friends attended school

BRIAN niTmpi^

For a hundred years, dancing
was not allowed on campus.

I have been hearing about
can remember. My parents
met at GFC, most of my par

Ruht-Roh!

i

MOCK

Opinion Editor

again!

the building.

PA G E S

year. Now we have at least
three and as the years

here, my aunt graduated from
Fox, and my father has

progress, more may be added.

worked here since we moved

shocking to say the least, but
those of us who participate

to Oregon when 1 was five.

To some alumni, this is

Though my parents' gen

know how harmless these

eration of alumni often remi

dances really are. I don't

nisce about the "good ole'

believe that the annual 70's

days," they are also impressed
by how far the college has
come since then. My dad's

dance throws Us into the

clutches of evil, but is it one

little over a hundred students

step closer to turing us into a
lukewarm campus? Perhaps.
At least twice in my career

back in 1977. Now the col

the aspects of the campus that

have fallen into the same trap

are imperative to maintaining

that alumni and other mem

our central focus. For exam

bers of the community have:
focusing on the negative

ple, keeping chapel atten
dance manditory. From what

things that happen around

I

campus.
What about the annual all-

"Christian" schools when

campus serve day? This out
pouring of volunteer service
to the community is obviously
a positive addition. Or how

have

seen

of

other

chapel attendance goes, so do
many other aspects of the
campus.

1 must admit, there are times
when 1 reminice about the

about the influx in the number

"good ol' days" myself when

of small groups that meet on

Keith Johnson was the student

here, and perhaps other times

campus, or the annual

lege is three times that size
and offers enough undergrad
uate and graduate majors to
call itself a university. But
has all this growth turned our
Christian college away from

that I haven't been aware of, a

E . L . l . T. E . c o n f e r e n c e t h a t i s

large group of Fox students
has been written up for under

held on campus, or the people
I saw just this afternoon pray

chaplin (he learned the names
of all the incoming freshmen)
and Scott Box lead Chapel

age alcohol consumption.
This sort of instance is just
feeds the fire for people who

its Christ-centered founda

think that Fox is headed the

tion?

w r o n g w a y.

ing together at Coffee
Cottage. Have any of these
people who complain about
the school attended Chapel or
Greenroom lately?

Many alumni would say
yes. People who have gradu
ated as little as ten years ago

A few weeks ago a friend of
mine was stopped for being

George Fox is still in the
business of helping eager

o u t a f t e r c u r f e w. S h e d i d n ' t

shake their heads at what

have her ID with her so she

George Fox has become. One
of the most obvious signs that

said,"rm just a Fox student."
The officer replied " Oh yeah,
well 1 just caught a couple of

young students find their
identity in Christ. The collge
still facilitates spiritual

graduating class was only a

perhaps we have turned our
backs on our Quaker roots, if
not our Christian heritage, is

you nice college students
building a bomb." It seems to
me that perhaps Fox students
have lost some of their reputa

growth, provides an excellent
education (perhaps even more

Band. But 1 realize that this

year's underclassmen will
have the same memories

about Joe Shlegel and Amy
Chapman.
1 am proud of George Fox
and what it is becoming. I
have faith that when I come

back in 20 years I will still be
impressed by the students and
faculty and I'll say "Boy has
this campus grown. You
know,

I

remember

when

the past) and offers a welcom

Brian Durick was ASC predident, now that guy knew what

ing comminity environment.

ASC was about. Students

(Wow, I should write for an

these days...."

excellent than it has been in

gate in our own way. I fell asleep to see if
I could subconsciously solve the problem.

the fact that we now allow

Britney left to go do a half-time show.
Velma just sat there and thoughtfully

What do you know about.. .medicinal marijuana?

took in the scene in her own methodical

dancing.

way. while a ghost chased Riley and
Shaggy through the empty Stephens

A quick and easy guide to some hotly debated topics

Building.
I awoke from my slumber with a per
fect solution. Britney and I climbed up to

MELISSA

the top of the atrium and waited for
Shaggy. Riley, and the ghost to run

MOCK

Opinion Editor
One afternoon, while 1 was

through the open space on the first floor.

enjoying a grilled cheese
sandwich and working on the

When he did, I threw Britney down at him

daily crossword, my room

and knocked the ghost over (which came
as a surprise to both of them).

medicinal factor in marijuana)
has been shown to help
patients suffering from a vari
ety of ailments, including MS,
cancer, AIDS, and epilepsy. I
found pages of rebutlle to
common arguments against

plopped her books down on

legalizing weed and steps the
government should take to

t h e t a b l e , a n d s a i d , " Yo u

m a k e t h i s s u r e - fi r e c u r e - a l l

announced, "Well, it's time we found out

know, the more I read about it,

available to the general popu

who you really are!" I ripped off a mask

the less convinced I am that

lation.

and the whole team gasped. "TORI
SPELLING!?!" Oops, wait that's a mask
too. We all gasped again, "SHARRA

medicinal marijuana is a bad

When 1 read the actual stud

thing."
I was stunned — not only

ies done on Cannibis, I dis
covered that THC is, in fact, a

DURHAM!?! Why did you haunt the

because 1 had no idea she had

Stephens Building? Were you protecting
Captain Crunches' pirate treasure?"

even been thinking about this

powerful analgesic, and
reduces pain without causing
the patient to be drowsy or

Student Handbook, Article CMXI, Section
32 2f 'The Dean of Students will dress in

hippies thought that marijuana
should be brought into the
mainstream. But here was my
conservative, highly unhippie-ish, Christian roommate

the literature was anything but
clear about marijuana's

saying she, too, thought it

immunodepressant or cancer-

might be a good idea.
I had completely forgotten

causing tendencies. Like any

We surrounded the dazed ghost as I

"No. It is clearly outlined in the

a "host costume and scare students away

from any and all new university structures
that are named with a three to one propor

tion of consonants to vowels.' And 1
would have gotten away with it if it
weren't for you meddling kids and your
stupid

dog."

,

mate walked into our kitchen,

topic, but also because I was
under the impression that only

this conversation until 1 was

"Hey don't say that to Brittany, .she s

thinking about what I would

didn't matter (mainly because Brittany

looking for a topic that would

got feelings too!" I blurted back. But it

write about this week. I was

didn't understand the comment). Sharra

stir people up and rile some
feathers, perhaps even my
own. So 1 got online and

was taken away, never to haunt univers^

property agan
i . Shaggy e
l ft to go find h.s
Stash of "Scooby snacks."

looked up "medicinal mari

1 patted Riley on the head, and as
soon as Britney realized she helped capiure the ghost, she burst into a choreo-

juana" on the Lycos search
engine. Soon I was inundated

®ntfi Velma violently flung herself at

marijuana, and all the reasons

p^"esThereaw
l ayswase
tnsoinbew
t een

ized in the states. J found

hed rendition of "Oops, I did it again

Rnmeys' head and shatered into a milon
those two

Wasting Syndrome by

increasing appetite and, there
fore, caloric intake. However,

inhaled substance, dope
increases the possibility of
lung cancer, and some think
that a joint is more carcinogeninc than cigarettes.
Perhaps one of the most con
troversial arguments about
marijuana is whether or not it
is addictive. Proponents of
THC used to say that it is not
addictive when used in mod
eration. Research seems to

broad uses of raw, natural

support that marijuana is only
mildly chemically addictive

promises that THC (the

Dopamine is the "feel
good" chemical in your brain.
Highly addictive drugs either
block Dopamine receptors,

perfectly healthy, and argue
why pot shouldn't be general
ly available. But what if I, or

allowing its effects to be felt
longer, or stimulate Dopamine
production. Marijuana does
neither of these things. But

ing from a debilitating,
painful disease, and marijuana
offered the possibility to be

why is there an avid MA
(Marijuana Anonymous)
organization? Perhaps pot is
more psychologically addic
tive than we give it credit for.

someone I loved, was suffer

free of pain and the ability to
function normally. Perhaps
then things would look differ
ently.
The journal articles below

are available in our library

-> wvvw.mpp.org: A thorough and intelligent argu
ment for the legalization of medicinal marijuana.

foggy. It also combats AIDS

with websites proclaiming the

why its use should be legal

It is easy for me to sit here,

mines do.

because it doesn't mess with

(he same dopamine receptors
that cocaine and ampheta

—> www.nutritionaisunpiements.com/prcscription/
: A bizzare site that offers non-

biased testimonies by people wlio have been helped
and harmed by mari juana use.
;—> www.cnn.eom//hcalth/9702/weed.wars/: CNN's
official website, which offers information and news
bits on both sides of the issue.

—> American Journal Of Public Health. 87(4), April
jl997-"Marijuana use and Mortality," 585-590. :

jaddrcsses some of the health concerns that people

ailjI—>
veaArchives
boutmofaujriGeneral
ana.Ava
alibel onmcirofim
l.
Psvchiatrv. 57(6). June
|2000; "Marijuana and medicine: assessing the sci-

Itnce basis: A summary." Watson, SJ: As far as jour-

jnals go, this one is easy to understand and summa

rizes both beneficial and adverse effects of smoking
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Urban Services serves on

Every Friday night, rain or shine, a group "f ^ i^omeless.
of Fox for the streets of Portland with a hear J . A/r*i o
But what about Mike?
Talking with and listening to people
on the streets changes perspecttve.

himself. He was almost in tears

r O N N O R

n o w.

Contributing Writer

They say the eyes are the

windows to the soul. His eyes
were dark with despair, endless

The pain was all coming out
in one ugly mass, and I wished 1
had an answer. Maybe he knew
what God wanted, but didn t do

it. Maybe he wasn't telling the
whole truth. But I didn't have

pain, guilt, and deadly heroin. any answer to his questions. He
He was just another guy on the
street that doesn't even deserve a

glance in passing. He had been

on the streets since he was

twelve, when he became addicted
to marijuana and alcohol.
When he was thrown into

prison for drug use, he read the
Bible for lack of anything better
to do. He said he felt such a hap

piness there when he read that
book. He asked Jesus to forgive
him of his sins and give him a
new start.

Ministry, learning, growth opportunity
ADRIENNE DORSEY

Staff Writer
Trban Services is a cam-

Portland for a few hours of urban

ministry.
A group of 15 to 25
students regularly
attend

Urban

many ways to go on a

prayer walk," Barnes

the first time and hasn't been able

will touch you

said.

I pus ministry that meets Services, and car-/ in different ways
most Friday nights and
works on creating relationships
with the homeless people of

"Establishing a relationship
first is the best way to witness
later," Urban Services student

leader Jocelyn Barnes said. "We

just make ourselves available and
go and talk with the people on the
street. We also do prayer walks
and pray for the city of Portland."

The

group

pool to 13th and/ each time you go, but r e a s s e m b l e s a t
Burnside or yQy niust be Open tO around 8:30 p.m.
vC ^o ou uc hc n jSgt gr ei ient g Ji .u s i s p ij r«i t lteoa d .c"l,o s. e . ,t h^e
While

Portland.

a

volunteerV

/evening

in

Christian friends, warm food,
showers, soft beds, love...but
what about Mike? He was still
out on the streets shooting up.
Life is messy. My conversa
tion with Mike wasn't in some
nice Christian-ese with us both

telling each other we were fine,
but I helped him by listening and
praying and he helped me to real
ize what it's all about.
Urban Services is a time for

me to refocus, to see the pain of
the real world. It seems like so

many times we deceive each
other here. We pretend like we
have the answers. Why is life
like this? They have a need to be
heard and lifted up to God. We
have a need to see what life is

begged God to physically keep

like on the streets and help in any

him there, but he couldn't control

way we can.

from the SalvationX /ship and prayer

Army serves soup io\—Jocelyn Barnes /before heading home

Urban Services

the homeless, students^s. Junior to Newberg.

can stay and talk with the"—^ "God will touch you in

EHS Atrium

homeless, mostly older men. different ways each time you go,

"Usually they do the talking but you must be open to feeling
and you do the listening," Barnes

his spirit lead," Barnes said.

said.

Students meet in the EHS

Students also have the option

Atrium at 6:00 p.m. Friday night,

to go on a student-led prayer

and come to the EHS Atrium at 6

walk, stopping at street comers

p.m. on Friday night, and prepare

hearts, and at 6:30 p.m. head to

to kick it since. He tried to to go
to a mission and get help, but he
ended up running away. He

We drove back to our com

fortable dorms with our nice

wor-

Getting involved in Urban
Services is simple: dress warm

begin with prayer to prepare their

was with some of his old friends

and they started drinking. It felt
all wrong, but he continued. It
was a downward spiral. Three
years ago, he shot up heroin for

homeless population.
"It is very open and there are

"God

When he got out of jail, he

asked me to help him.

and praying for the city and its

6:00 p.m.
Friday Nights

for God to work through you.

Brown to present paper at Society of Christian Philosophers
LIZ

BRUNO

Staff Writer
The life of any college stu

dent is plagued with papers.
While most work on papers sim

ply to complete an assignment, a
George Fox student has recently
discovered that a paper can hold
more value than a grade.
Rich Brown, a senior with a

Phenomenally of an Object X',"
deals with a theory he presents in
contrast to William J. Forgie's

experience. His paper, however,

argument that it is impossible to
say that an experience is of any
type of object.
Forgic used this argument to
claim that it is impossible to say
someone's experience is of God.

ing the issue of rational justifica
tion behind the claim that one has
experienced God Himself," said

Continuing with
Forgie's example of twins who
are phenomenally identical.
Brown argues that even in cases
where it is impossible to tell what

entation will
consist of a

stops

there.

"I am interested in research

Brown.

7

His thirtyminute pres

Undergraduate and graduate phi
losophy students submit the other
10%.

Brown plans to eventually
pursue a graduate degree in phi

losophy and possibly go on to

s eseminary.
m i n a r y.
ClfTI lUtcreStPCl ///
x.
Hc discovered

researching the issue interest in

read through
of his paper,
followed by a

rational justification
behind the claim that
one has experienced

question and

God Himself "

arriving at Fox
during the fall of

Senior Rich Brown will

double major in Philosophy and
Business Management, will
attend the Pacific Regional
Annual Meeting of the Society of
Christian Philosophers (SCP) in

present a paper at a

Santa Barbara, California from

thing "like" one of the phenome

Society of Christian

April 6 - 8 to present a paper he

nally identical objects, something

is

wrote.

Forgie denied.

philosophical organization in the

it of man has grown
since that time. He continues to
probe for truth while seizing

professional philosophers

opportunities to share his find
ings.

Phoio hy Lids Dawhcr

Philosophers conference
in Santa Barbara in

April.

Brown's 12-page paper, enti
tled "On the Meaning of the
Phrase: 'An Experience is

the actual object is because they

look identical, we can still say
that the experience is of some

The importance of this argu
ment then is to make it possible
for someone to have a God-like

answer

— Rich Brown,

ses

sion.

The SCP

the

largest

1997.

Brown's pas
sion for uncover

ing the way God

S—e n i o r ythe mind and spir

world and 90% of those who sub
mit papers to its conferences are

works through
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University President David Brandt &
ASC President Brian Durick
lot of really cool people. It puts^

Two Presidents.

lot for the student hody."

One school.

me m a place where I get to do a
ASC President Brian Durick

"George Fox doesn't happen \

because of just me," said Brandt. "It is

the result of various groups. I am for
tunate to have the job. I love it."

What do they do?

University President David Brandt

President Brandt plans, leads, guides, interacts
FAITH ruRAMMFMn

because of just me," said Brandt,

&

"It is the result of various

LIZ

RRTttvo

groups."

S t a ff Wr i t e r s

Dr. Brandt spends an esti

"When 1 grow up. I want to
be a University President so I can
go to lots of morning meetings."
Okay, so this isn't the dream of

mated sixty percent of his time on
campus. During this time, he

interviews perspective adminis
trators and faculty, meets with

students and staff, speaks at vari

most little kids, but University

ous functions, and maintains rela

Presidents have to start some

tionships with the Board of

where.

Trustees and local donors.

Since 1998, H. Dave Brandt

has .served as the George Fox
University President. Students
unfamiliar with his duties both on

and off campus often see Dr.
Brandt in special chapels or

Another important aspect of
his job on campus is to welcome
the different groups that arrive
each school year, such as new
students, parents, alumni, and
student leaders.

ordering food in the Bruin Den,

Off campus. Brandt travels

forcing them to ask the question,

to various conferences where he

"What exactly does H-Dave do?"

represents and promotes the
University. This includes meet
ing with significant donors and
foundation representatives. His
travels can take him anywhere
from downtown Newberg to

As the President. Brandt sel

dom sees a routine day. His daily
activities range from meeting
w i t h f a c u l t y t o fl y i n g t o L o s
Angeles to represent George Fox

Photo by Erin Stelzennmeller

President David Brandt props his feet up for a moment during his busy days filled
with meetings and various presentations.

who are in charge of the various

Daystar University in Nyrobi,
Kenya.
Just as students require sleep
on a regular basis, so does the
President. Brandt tries to go to
bed by eleven o'clock each night.

components required to run

Depending on his morning

blessed to serve the students and

George Fox.

schedule, he rises between five

staff of this campus.

at a conference.
One

of

Brandt's

obvious

responsibilities is leading the
President's Cabinet, which is

made up of the Vice Presidents

"George Fox doesn't happen

Other important activities to
Brandt are devotional and prayer
time, evening walks, reading and,
of course, time with Melva.
As President, Brandt feels

and six o'clock.

"I'm fortunate to have the

job. I love it," said Brandt.
Brandt's job requires piles of

relationships."

paperwork, but the relationships
within his job are more important

President is filled with excite

to him.

"Team building is one of my
passions," said Brandt, "I try to
do a good job at interpersonal

The life of a University
ment and unpredictability. The
shoes of a University President
are not easy ones to fill, but little
kids do grow up to become the H.
Dave Brandt's of this world.

Durick represents student body with dedication
Perhaps you

sible for the Central Committee

h a v e n o t i c e d h i s o f fi c e

as a whole and for every financial
transaction involving ASC: every
transfer, every check request,

in the Sub and won

dered, "Besides dress

ing up as a cheerleader,
what does this guy do?"
Brian's typical
work day involves a

every payment.
" I ddoonn ' tt h a v e

spare time,"
His job

duties, and his work

also

study job in Sports

some perks.

Information.

He

A sr President Brian Durick takes a moment on the phone

between classes, meetings, and intramural activities.

A A ex-officio member of every ASC

p AV TO A g n j

committee and the overseer of numerous ASC organiza
Assistant Editor
including the Foxhole,
There is no more influenti^ tions,
Elite, and Mr. Bruin. This year,
student on campus than theASC that individual is Brian Durick.

President. This individual is an

led

affords him this luxury, and

"OocT'^.Jiniioying his roomhas given me Sievers,

gifts in different areas
Brent Anderson,
and I see this as a way to
and Kyle
use these gifts. I think when "Dode" Davis
Dixon not
you're presented with the
Davis). All of
opportunity to do something
these activities
new, why not do it?"

busiest days are

walkabout

Monday and Thursday.
Monday starts at 9 a.m.

for

with class until 12, then

C o m m i t t e e

he's focused on ASC

members

from 1-6:30. Thursday

August, he is a featured columnist in this newspa

starts at 10:20 and is

Photo by Jennifer Hepner

has

fi l l e d w i t h c l a s s a n d

one-on-one meetings.
Brian meets for half an

hour every other week
with each of the other

eight ASC Central Committee
members. Brian figures he puts
in 26 hours a week in ASC relat
ed activities.

Besides this, Brian is respon

the

C e n t r a l

of ASC. He also enjoys playing
any Super Mario video game,
although his busy schedule rarely

Nate Banks,

lamented.

balance of class, ASC

His

he

ball, his favorite activities outside

. . , combined with
Brian Durick
/homework, u,sual-

last

per, and he is almost continuous
ly going on retreats.
"I love it," he added. "1 get
to meet a lot of really cool peo
ple. It puts me in a place where I
get to do a lot for the student
body." When he's not out chang
ing the world for his fellow .stu
dents, Brian can be found playing
intramural volleyball ^r wally-

ly keep him up until
2:30 a.m.

Brian chose to run for ASC

President because, in his words,
"God has given me some gifts in
different areas and I see this as a
way to use these gifts. 1 think
when you're presented with the

opportunity to do something new,
why not do it? Why not take
advantage?" His favorite quote
is, "Life is a journey. Sit back
and enjoy the ride."
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President and Vice-President
Hello supporters of the Newberg economy! This is Jeff Kirksey
and Heidi Hardenburger, and we feel privileged to have the opportunity
to run for ASC President and Vice-President. In our years at Fox, we
have been actively involved in several leadership positions. Our experi
ence includes Residence Life, Junior Class Committee, Orientation

Leader, Freshman Peer Advisor, two years of Supreme Court, Supreme

Court Chief Justice, and Forensics Team Officer. It is our desire to use

the knowledge we've gained through these experiences to better serve
the George Fox student community.
We see a need for expanded communication between the ASC

Central Committee, our fellow students, and the administration. To bet

ter develop communication, we propose the following.
□ Bringing Town Hall meetings to the students by hosting them in
Residence Halls.

□ Providing a bi-monthly newsletter designed to inform you of campus
activities and decisions.

Heidi Hardenburger and Jeff Kirksey

G Meeting with each Resident Life staff monthly.
Past Town Hall meetings have had poor attendance. Bringing

the Town Hall meetings to the students in an informal setting wil allow for greater student participation and increased diversity of
ideas.

Eleci

Our newsletter will allow each division of ASC the opportunity to inform students of upcoming activities and decisions.
Too often students are unaware of events that directly affect the student community. We feel the newsletter will help in bridg

1

ing the communication gap.

This year's ASC administration had the goal of improving communication with Residence Life. We would like
to continue this effort by attending each living area staff meeting once a month to keep Residence Life staffs up to date

Chapel:

with ASC happenings.

As your President and Vice-President we promise to do our best to represent you. We are always open to your ideas

Marc

and input. Please feel free to approach us at anytime. Thank you for your support and encouragement.

Voting: Mi
Communications Director

11 a.m. 4:30-7

As I look at the task ahead of me, I foresee a great deal of challenges. The prospect
of overseeing The Crescent, L'Ami, KFOX, the Darkroom, the Bruin Directory, the
Campus Album Project, and The Wineskin is one I do not take lightly. In these challenges,
however, I see possibilities. In everything I do, I strive to produce a quality product.
I sincerely believe I have the ability to be a good communications director. My knowledge of

communications comes from three years of majoring in it. I gained experience with the newspaper as a
Crescent staff writer. I have also spent the last three years working in the George Fox Sports Information

Department writing press releases and working on media guides among other tasks. Through these experiences, I

have learned some of the skils necessary for this job. However, I have learned most of what is needed for this posi
tion from life itself. I have learned how to interact with others and work together towards a common goal.

As communications director, I will strive to make certain that each project is done professionally. I want the
school to be proud of everything that comes from the communications department. One of my hopes is to get the
John Felton

Bruin Directory to the students as quickly as possible.

Though the task before me is great, I am not intimidated. I believe that I can fulfil the responsibilities required

of me. I promise to do everything within my power to make sure that every project I oversee is quality.

Tr e a s u r e r
,

As Treasurer next year, I would like to see changes that will ^ _
c

.

•

i

u

u

certain

processes

at

George

ple, Fox can try implementing a web-based registration j

Lo
inalmethods.Further,IsuggestwebreakdortereSro
i nd

Fox.

For

exam

certain amount of credits. This would help alleviate problems whh t '
tion in Hoover, and the long lines of registration to wait in. ^
By

using

an

online

system,

students

can

register

at

thoW

^

^

Along with the registration process being online I recomm H ^^cs considerably less im .
final grades via the Internet as well. This would'cut hark tu transcnpts

registrar's office and give students the convenience thev like R ^^r L
improve our school and these are just some sucrar^cE u ' ^ P^ gives me the oppo
Ryan Boos

This position as ASC Treasurer fits my qualiS Z • • .ith a 3.95

maj
lajoorrGPA,
GPA,IIenjoy
enjoyworking
workingwith
withaccoiintir»r>
accounting and
r. j perfectly.
PcnectlyBesides
. Besides
being
being
anan
Accounting
Accountinmajor
g majovr \ ^

firm and in the GrowerAccounting Department at Chiquita Processed Foods It " keeping. I have had previous work experience

doing similar jobs as Treasurer. As a dedicated and motivated individual ther^ Je.
^^citideal
ng toI can
workcontri
withbute
these
compani
s and
ioo o
a great
to thi
s schooleand
its 1
future-
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Supreme Court Chief Justice
aswelasben
i gapartofthe^^^curenytl afreshman.IspentayearontheSupremeCourtCommtiee
towards building an outdoo Class Commitee. This year I also served on Amy Chapman's Commitee

benefit the entire student bod itheater. I believe that I wil bring new ideas to the Central Commitee that wil
Ideas:

as the Bon Appetit cl hours place to eat that would serve burgers and stuff. Ideally, as soon

through this year b would be an alternative place to get food. This was an idea that I tried to see go

2 I served ^ Central Committee backing this idea could become a reality.
Conduct Code an^l^ commitee to develop a Student Review Board that would give ofenders of the Student
iTicV.™ * ^a^jury
temati
option in the
punishment
rather than Student Life handing out an immediateniInstead,
ofvestudents
would
judgeprocess
the student.

Scott Burkhart

reatyil a^d^I^pcommittee
a
l ntocarytoonbuild
Amyans' poutdoor
a
l nsfornamphitheater;
extyear. it is well along the process of becoming a
froom
me
eac
achfloor,
leadsui
ersth
eipfloor,
oppapartment
ortunites ava
compl
ilableetox,thand
e Ghouse.
FU stuIdeal
dentlyb
, the
ody,Senate
I createwoul
a Sdtumeet
dent Swietn
haCentral
te that w
Commi
ould co
ttee
nsisonce
t of oanemonth
represtoenvoi
tativcee
t e s u ent opinions. That way a better relationship can be formed between the student body and Central Committee.

I intend to be a student link to the GFU staf and faculty and I am a hard worker that wil work for the students of GFU. I have a passion
to see GFU grow so that it will better accommodate the need of all its students.

ins
\ Hi! My name is Chris Powell and I'm running for Supreme Court Chief Justice.

^ ^ \ I'm a junior, pre-law major and I currently serve on the Supreme Court.

\ During my time at George Fox, I've had great opportunities to become involved
U \ in the school. This year, I've had the opportunity to be involved with things like

A -

homecoming, town halls, the election/candidate's forum and spirit night. In addition,
I've worked with amending and improving the ASC Constitution. I've also enjoyed

:h 19-21
}.in. and
p.m.

working with the administration in areas such as the new Discernment Policy and the
student/faculty Spiritual Life committee. I'm also working with students and
Student Life on the Student Judicial Review Board proposal, which would offer stu

dents the opportunity to have a panel of students and employees hear their alleged vio
lations
instead
of
Student
Life.
'■
Here's what I'd like to see happen next year... I will carry on the court's work and

Chris Powell

handle the constitution with maturity and responsibility. Because I think communication is

a key, I'll work with ASC to continue seeking better ways of getting student input. I've enjoyed going on ASC Out & About

and just talking with the student body: one of the keys is going to you, the student. If an issue comes up, I'm willing to take it
to ASC or the administration. Finally, I'm excited about working with the vision of next year's Central Committee.

After a lot of prayer and encouragement, I've decided to run! I don't take this responsibility lightly and I will do my job to the best

of my abilities by representing you and by upholding the ASC constitution. I'm excited about the opportunity to serve again. I've enjoyed
meetinf' with everyone during the campaign - if you have a question or comment about my thoughts or ASC, feel free to approach me at any time.

Activities Director
uam running for
Activities Director.
This yearactivities
I had the opportunity
to serve
Hi,T' r1Iirtnev
m Heck
r.our and
y Isemester.
Helping
to organize
this year
was

on the Activities Corn j to continue. Through this position, I hope to bring to the student
a great joy for me an desire is to bring back some of the events we had this year (ie., concerts, Fly-Me
body a variety of activities, y . . sotne newer ideas. I will plan to take into serious consideration the

Carnvia,l Sprn
i gForma)l aswe^las_^^

great ideas presented oii mc position a ministry. 1 hope to bring to the students a fun

My highest goal tor nex ^ students. I not only want to serve the George Fox community, but

Friday night to hang out and ge ^ Nevvberg Community. I hope to do this through co-planning

I would also love to see the stu en out to a Newberg public setting, inviting both Fox stu-

an event with the Christian Service ^ ggn^munity center. We can end the day with a barbeque

dents and Newberg residents to
or concert in a park. good ones, and I'd love to hear your reactions. 1 will try very

Courtney Heck

I hope that some of these to ^.jl providing evaluations every so often to get some feedback. For those of you who never hear

hard to hear the voice of the student o y. g^^grtising and promoting our activities so that more of you can attend. Thanks for listening to my
about events, I hope to provide differ ^^^g ^ good rest of the semester and remember to VOTE!!

ideas and I hope that some of you ar , j n ^ VI

ASC
aryJob
has re-opened.
PehUons
and Platforms
Note: The position for2001-2002
March 16
bySecret
5 p.m.
Descriptions
and Petitions
are are
now
due to the ASC Offices oy /

mailable in front of the ASC off^es.
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A s e

nominees are.

And

!

or: "It doesn't matter who the nominees are.
fUSTIN

LQH

&

DAN

WILLIS

A&E Editors

Re.st

Rp^t

Actor

Nominees

Nominees

Jeff Bridges — The Contender

Tom Hanks — Cast Away

It's about that time again. The time where we

Actor

Wilem Dafoe — Shadow of the Vampire

Russell Crowe — Gladiator

Benicio Del Tore Traffic

honor the finest and most cherished films that

Javier Bardem — Before Night Falls

Hollywood offered the viewing public during the pre
vious year. Unfortunately, the Academy Awards does
not always recognize fine films that truly deserve high

Ed Harris — Pollock

Geoffrey Rush — Quills

Joaquin Phoenix — Gladiator

accolades.

Dan: Although "Gladiator" seems to be this year's

Dan: This is another eategoty that could go several ways.
Some people say that Joaquin Phoenix wil ride the band

If there were any justice in this world, "Dude,
Where's My Car?" and "Battlefield: Barth" would be
in the limning for an Oscar. Oh well, I guess wcTl just
settle for that movie about the dude in a loin cloth with
a sword.

Your beloved A&E Editors thought we'd have

some fun by giving a run-down of who we think wil
win the big awards at this year's show. The 73rd
Academy Awards will be hosted by Steve Martin and
will air Sunday, March 25lh at 5 PM PST on ABC.

Albert Finney — Erin Brockovich

"Titanic" in some ways, 1 think we can't over look Tom

Hanks. His performance in "Cast Away" was amazing. It
was basically the Tom Hanks one man show, and he pulled
it off with no special effects and no sound track. His prior
two Oscar wins may work against him, but his perform
ance outweighs his past.

w"« but I doubt it. Wilem Dafoe played a y r^

convincing vampire in "Shadow of the Vamp, e Don t be
surprised if you see him walk away with the statue.

Justn
i :Al great actors, once agan
i , but Bencio
i DelToro^

performance had critics raving and people talking
Although 1 really thought Joaquin Phoenix was absolutely

great in "Gladiator," and 1 would like to see him win,
Benicio looks to be the one receiving the statue.

Rpst Supporting Actress

Best Picture
Nominees

Nominees

Chocolat

Jiidi Dench — Chocolat

Marcia Gay Harden — Pollock

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon

Kate HudsonAlmost Famous

Traffic
To m H a n k s

Gladiator

Frances McDormand — Almost Famous
Julie Walters — Billy Elliot

Erin Brockovich

Justin: Another tough choice. Tom Hanks is on the verge j
Dan: "Gladiator" is an epic film that people have a
yearning to go see. Epics make great movies, and epics
that are done well make magnificent movies.
"Gladiator" is arguably the best epic movie since "Ben
Hur." It will take home the prize.

"Gladiator"

ofbeing the first and only three-time Best Actor winner. If 1 Dan: "Chocolat" is nominated for quite a few awards, but

anyone is worthy of receiving this accolade, Hanks is the j they aren't going to win any of them. This is the one cate

one, although this could very well work against him. Ed | gory where they could win one, so Judi Dench will get the
Harris has a chance to walk away with the Oscar for his ,, sympathy win.
head-turning performance in the title role of "Pollock," but
Geoffrey Rush has an even better chance of winning with J u s t i n : C l o s e c a l l , a s K a t e H u d s o n a n d F r a n c e s
his amazing performance as the Marquis de Sade in ; McDormand were both great in "Almost Famous," but the
"Quills." Javier Bardem, unfortunately, is an outside j duel nominations could cancel each other out again. Judi
chance because of the little-publicized "Before Night 1 Dench has won this award before, and so it comes down to
Julie Walters and Marcia Gay Harden. I'm going with long
Falls." Though 1 really enjoyed Russell Crowe's perform
ance in "Gladiator," I have a hard time seeing him as the

time actress Julie Walters, as she has had an award coming

winner. It's hard to say why, other than it being just a feel
ing. So 1 see this one coming down to Tom Hanks and
Geoffrey Rush, but I hesitantly put my money on Rush.

for a while.

Best

Actress

Justin: Tricky category. 1 think that "Traffic" and

Nominees

"Erin Brockovich" will cancel each other out because

Joan Allen — The Contender

they're both Steven Soderbergh movies. Even though

Juliette Binoche — Chocolat

they both deserve to be judged separately it looks like
they will fall victim to the 'similar saturation' that
plagued "Saving Private Ryan" a few years back when

Ellen Burst)'n — Requiem For A Dream
Laura Linney — You Can Count On Me
Kate Hudson

Julia Roberts — Erin Brockovich

it was up against "The Thin Red Line." "Chocolat"

doesn't quite have the Academy stamp of approval that
past best picture winners have had, so therefore it has
the smallest chance of winning. "Crouching Tiger" is
a personal sentimental favorite, but being a shoe-in for
Best Foreign Film will ruin its chance at Best Picture.
So all that's left is the popular choice: "Gladiator."

Best

Director

Nominees

Stephen Daldiy — Billy Elliot
Ang Lee — Crouching Tiger. Hidden Dragon
Steven Soderbeigh — Erin Bivckovich
Steven Soderbeigh — Traffic

Dan: Julia Roberts. She has been a fan favorite for a long
time now, but the roles she has played have not been

Oscar-type movies. Finally, Julia plays a role we can
r e w a r d h e r f o r.

What You Had To Sav
I would love to say that either "Traffic" or

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon" wil win the big prize,

jecause they were both amazing films. But "Gladiator"

Justin: Not much to say about this one, because everyone
knows with the utmost certainty that Julia Roberts will win
this one. Not to take anything away from the other nomi

nees, but America's most beloved actress has finally made
a movie that people can give her an award for. I'll be
shocked if she doesn't win.

wil probably win. Over the top (and not very impressive)
acting, huge bloody battle scenes, glossy pageantry, and
revenge...yep, it smacks of Oscar. Don't get me wrong, it's

a pretty OK film, but compared to the above mentioned
nominees, it doesn't hold up.
— Michael McGeehon

Without a doubt Julia Roberts wil take home the

SnT'h
performance
in l-recei
Steven
Soderburgh'u.
s "Erm
Brockovich" was wel
ved by
audiences and critics alike. Heartfelt and moving as the

Ridley Scott — Gladiator

Dan: The best picture almost always has the best direc
tor as well. I am going to stick with "Gladiator" on this

ran^r'^d she displays her best acting
pzza.
1 She
2 ahas
" "a uni
s vbersal
" appeal
r " and" has
M yet
y tos witnian
c
Oscar.Wn
i nn
i g the God
l en Go
l ben
i the same categorysi

one. 1 think that Scott deserves to win it too.

Justin: Once again, Steven Soderbergh will cancel
himself out with his two nominations. That's quite a

testament to this very talented director though, for
being nominated twice in the same category. I think
this will be "Crouching Tiger's" crowning achieve

Adrienne Dorsey

ment. It's beautiful direction far overshadows the work

win the BtstTictorlaT'u'^'"'

done in "Gladiator" or "Billy Elliot." Ang Lee
deserves it for brilliantly weaving action, romance,

Foreg
i n Fm
li and Best Pci ture soTMrh

drama, and humor all into one great story, a feat that
isn't done in most Hollywood features these days.

Beautiful" is any Indicmion is
with Ang Lee wimting Best dir'ector.

Julia Roberts

-Davida Ankeny
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TheatreGamesservesupanotherwn
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the funniest things of|
the night," said David

Josh Houser) an/Prul^shafc? /""r (® k a.

Panther, student.
Throughout the
entire evening, the
crowd was thoroughly

Emotions ran hish *u
themselves. The first tparr, i teams introduced

entertained. From the

"CBS Orchestra" hosteri t/ "I's
March 9, in Wood-Mar Audtorium""^' ™

Frances Ku„t.:sXrand Sut ""/"'^'^'=°'^"''
Curammeng. look-a-like's I}? and Faith

able humorous and represente/.Ctir"

moment

Letterman

came on stage until the
winners

were

announced, the auditori

um was enveloped with

Kuowu^TM/
; Burno:
!'*/Julia StofricBen
Nikki
Ni
kki Chase,
ChaseMat
Mntt
t Ttibku
bs,'and
^°"sisted
klandWilkinson,
They pre

giggles, snickers, hoots

dancing, sharpshooters and Spanish roses. Ole!

disgust when Jacob

A
M
' " eNilcukdRyl
ea
dnd, and
M aBen
t t Wei
Gneert.
r bThei
e r r,
Aaron
Stewart,
introduction opened with flash bombs and Matt in a lab
coat, discussing an experiment gone wrong. They had the
longest introduction, but it did not drag in energy. By the

shake of sauerkraut, sar

sented an entertaining, spicy introduction including tango

and outright guffaws.
Titere were moments of I
Kuntz drank a milk

time the teams were fully introduced, the audience was
warmed up for a night of laughter.

The teams first played a warm-up game, "Prop Tag,"

photo by Noah Honminn

dines and onions as a Ben Wilkinson, Nikki Chase, Matt Tibbs, and Julia Strickland performed
punishment for a "red at last Friday night's Theater Games.
fl a g " r e m a r k . T h e r e

They also appreciated the camaraderie between teams and

were moments of amazement when the members of

the enthusiasm of the emcees. "I thought everyone did an
awesome job," said Panther. "It was an enjoyable event."
Overall, the evening was full of fun and certainly

"Team Five" improvised so well with each other it seemed
they had planned it. There were moments of confusion

when a masked man (a.k.a. Scott Box) charged in and

and the audience cheered on as the contestants used a stole the ending scores, resulting in a chase across cam

small styrofoam ring as a halo, a worm hole, a hula hoop

for the anorexic, a rickety tricycle wheel, and various
other objects. "The anorexic hula-hoop contest was one of

worth the one dollar admittance fee. "That was the best

Theatre Games I have ever had the privilege of attend

pus. Students seemed to greatly enjoy the evening. They
thrived in the atmosphere created by the video cameras
and equipment and when the "CBS Orchestra" played

ing," remarked Rachel Jones, student. "All of the teams
were so funny and sharp. Thank you for such an enter
taining evening," she said.

Debut Fashion Show

proves successful
D AV I D A
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Assistant Editor
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On Friday, March 9, George Fox wit

ii|B

N

nessed the intersection of form and func

tion at Andria Higgins' debut fashion
show. This show, the culmination of years

yI'

of sewing practice and design doodles,
manifested itself in 25 original pieces.
Andria's work relies heavily on fun, func

-

» V

t

a)t

,

*
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Dr. David Howard plays the organ in his last recital as professor at
on March 5. He will be retiring at the end of the semester.

tional fabrics.

To that end, the show started with a
few twists on classic denim. Higgins took

David Howard grand

the old standby, a denim skirt, and updat
ed it for a new look. For one, she made a

patchwork skirt; another featured a bright
orange zipper down the front, which acted
as an adjustable slit and livened up the

finale is masterful

skirt.

Moving to wool, Higgins showed just

how versatile that fabric can be. One such

skirt was a hunter green pleated skirt. The

pleat was made in a contrasting bright

Melissa Mock models a cham

pagne evening gown of draped

MELANY

organza.

Staff Writer

Higgins then ventured into the won

ESLINGER

Fugue in E Flat Major," "St. Anne,"
"BWV 552" by Johann Sebastian Bach; a
Chorale prelude, "My Jesus Calls to Me"

"Organ Classics and Psalms, Hymns

by Johannes Brahms; "Pavane," from

derful world of silk. Here my favorite

and Spiritual Songs" concluded Dr. David

jumper with off-center buttons. Wool also

piece was shown, a skirt made of strips of

J. Howard's Organ Recital Scries at

different turquoise batik patterns. Another

George Fox University. Friends, family,

with a blue Native American print.

funky skirt was a tan short skirt with but

faculty and students filled Bauman

"Rhythmic Suite" by Robert Elmore; and
"Prelude and Fugue No. 3 in G Minor" by
Marcel Dupre. These songs ranged in
style from beautiful and relaxing to a

ton extensions. The extension provided

Auditorium on March 5 to hear the last

versatility and was also quite fascinating,
with its cutaway style. Summer fashions

recital from Dr. Howard as professor. He

will be retiring from teaching the end of

spotlights on each of the keyboards (the

were a main focus of the show. Higgins
showed two button back tanks: one with a

this semester after 43 years of teaching (at

piano, harpsichord, synthesizer, celesta
and organ). This section included some

print, for variety and to catch the eye.
Another wool garment was a light green

was the fabric of choice for a long skirt

pink and red motif with fabric from the

i

?

seventies and the other a stripes and ging
ham shirt made from old bedsheets, prov

director at George Fox and holds a doctor

ing her ability to find use for all fabrics.

Baptist Theological Seminary. While at

designs. One, a tube top dress, was made

ry, composition, digital technology,

spandex for a stunning effect. Another

and applied piano and organ. He has also
served as organist or organist/director in

Higgins also revealed formal wear

of burnout black knit layered over pink
was a silver halter dress with pretty white
bows down the back and a scalloped hem
line. A hot pink dress with uneven straps

Fox, he has taught courses in music theo
church music, handbells, improvisation

numerous churches continuously for the
past 46 years.
Those who attended his recital

Songs included "Jesus, Name Above
all Names," "Great is Thy Faithfulness,"
and "Holy Manna," "Psalm 23: Tunc 1,"
"Crimond" and "Tune 2, Tyler." This was
developed for his improvisation class after
challenging his students, he took the chal
lenge himself.
Whimsey on "Orientus Partibus" he
arranged for piano long ago, but per
formed on the celesta "Victory in Jesus,"

enjoyed a wide variety of music on key
boards. The first half of the program was

"The Lord's Prayer," and "Tu cs petra," a

enhanced with subtle draping.

dedicated to organ classics, with the sec
ond half focusing on Psalms, hymns and

song he heard performed while still in col

show. p/ioto? by Luis Uawber

spiritual songs.

All in all, this was a very successful

Higgins in one of her creations.

of Musical Arts degree from the southern

songs that Dr. Howard had prerecorded on
the synthesizer, then played a duet with
the recording.

was also modeled to complete the collec
tion. A champagne dress of draped organz

showed how a simple dress can be greatly

Fashion Show creator Andna

George Fox since 1968).
Dr. Howard is the music program

cathedral to a video game.
The second half started with colored

Organ classics included "Prelude and

lege. The standing ovation brought Dr.
Howard back on stage for the encore of
"God of Grace, God of Glory."

I
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Fox Film Festival showcases real talent and real issues
onH

MELANIE

He

our country, and reminds viewers that rape is often perpe

MOCK

trated by men and women known to their victims. Such

Guest Writer
Short films, like short stories, place special demands
on their creators. In short film, as in short fiction, an artist
must work within the limitations of space to develop char
acter, to progress the plot, and to convey meaning. Every
scene, every word, every frame of a short film holds cer
tain significance; if the different elements of a film are to

an ending suggests the vast utility of a work like this.

crni
struck
my
andofI as
givqui
' "Ditvscal
e'sboth
End,
'thehusband
final film
thebeifenst
altetriatuid,myis.)

Certainly Santos should pursue other venues for showing

an aSus endekvor; maybetism
il tied showmg on

her film, perhaps in high schools, perhaps to those who
need to hear the film's final message of hope.

meld themselves together successfully, there is little space

Santos's other film, "Unhinged," deals well with
issues of particular relevance for students at Christian col
leges. Written by senior Faith Curammeng and Santos,
"Unhinged" is set at Hoover University—an obvious

for superfluity.

replacement for George Fox. The film traces the difficul

campus wil not minimize the size of

see the film. Directed by Menah Church.l Dtsmpk
End" relies on a large cast of comm.tted
sive east and an intricate plot must surely have put special
demands on the director and writer, as well as the actors,

who clearly volunteered a good many hours to Churchil s

effort. And, the film attepmts to address the significant
problem of the choices we make, and the consequences

Sophomore Suzanne Santos works the craft of the
short film quite well in two films, "Little Things" and
"Unhinged," which debuted Thursday night at the Cameo

ties faced by two students, played by juniors Jacob Kuntz

the Fox Film Festival, now in its third year. The Fox Film
Festival endeavors to highlight the cinematic talents of

ment of others' apparent sins.

George Fox University's video production students, as
well as its writers and its actors. This year's festival
included a host of films including three big productions:
"Little Things" and "Unhinged," as well as "Disciple's
End," a film written by Eric Ambrose and directed by

Christian university is sometimes difficult; especially

commit what the community defines as particularly

film—different than the audience drawn to Santos's film,

Meriah Churchill.

heinous sins. If the film's resolution feels too easy, if we
cannot believe that Kuntz finds belief and Shankland

Cameo. Hopefully, Ambrose will be encouraged to con

and Stephanie Shankland. Both students find themselves
marginalized by a Christian community that little under
Theatre in Newberg. The Cameo showings were part of stands them—a community that is also hasty in its judg

Audiences at the Cameo could not be disappointed

with this year's festival fare. Both "Little Things" and
"Unhinged" address issues relevant to Christian college
students, including acquaintance rape, suicide, drinking,
unmarried pregnancy, alienation, hypocrisy, and judg
ment. The Santos-produced films challenge viewers to
consider differences between appearance and reality,
between what seems true and what is true. Such a chal

lenge is particularly effective in the cinematic medium,
where what appears on screen is in many ways a reflection
of what we see in real life—whatever real life may mean.
In "Little Things," senior Kcndra Charles plays
Sarah, a college student whose rape by an acquaintance
(her roommate's boyfriend) haunts her. The subtle yet

stark portrayal of the rape itself adds certain emotional
power to the film, revealing slowly, painfully, the impetus
behind Sarah's depression. Sarah's emotional torment is
likewise explored at some length, and Charles does a
commendable job of showing how that torment's intensi
fi c a t i o n l e a d s t o h e r fi n a l a w f u l d e c i s i o n .

"Unhinged" suggests that being one's true self at a
when we feel compelled to present a public persona that
is free from doubt and from sin; especially when others

are quick to condemn those who doubt and those who

acceptance, perhaps we are too mired in a cynicism need
ing its own revision. After all, unbelievers can find God

Whether this film should have been exiled from the

Cameo showing is of course debatable. The violence, lan

guage, and adult situations are an integral part of the tilm.

Ambrose's decision to write a film in the action genre (a

genre which traditionally employs situations, language,
violence similar to that in "Disciple's End") means, real

istically, that a different type of audience will enjoy his

different, perhaps, than the audience gathered at the
tinue exploring and maturing in his craft as a writer.

Editor 5 note: The films discussed in this article were

the only three available for review as of press time. We
at a Christian college; sinners can find acceptance.
Kuntz and Shankland, two of the university's very apologize for not being able to give eveiy film the recog
talented actors, do remarkably well in their roles. They nition they justly deserve. The other films that will be
are joined by an admirable supporting cast, including
sophomore Maria Nava, senior Tonya Lynn Wildhaber,

shown at the Fox Film Festival include: "Blind Man, "

and senior James Kramer, who does an odd but charming

"Psalm Projects. " "United Skate Video, Vol. 1. " a pre
view of "Between The Lines, " "Chase. " and "Cowboys

turn as a professor unlike any I know at George Fox (just

and Music.

who

was

Kramer

si

attempting to imitate, 1
wondered . . . ). The
writing of Curammeng
and Santos is sharp in its
subtle humor, especially
in Nava's enumeration
of what a homework

¥

Tt's

not

too

latE

The Fox Film Festival

assignment about immi
gration means to her;

The acting in "Little Things" is seamless; Charles is

and in the lunchroom

joined by Santos and senior Lindsey Younce, who play
Sarah's roommates. Santos's directing and the acting
allow viewers to suspend disbelief entirely, an oft-times
difficult task when we know personally the people we see
on screen. Yet although these are women we interact with
on campus daily, in the moment of Sarah's near-destruc
tion and of the roommates' despair, 1 had wholly suspend
ed disbelief: Sarah was Sarah, not unlike other young
women 1 know who are tormented by events and by a past
for which they shared no blame.
"Little Things," which was written by Santos,
Charles. Younce, and Karin Klingcr, ends with statistical

scene, where Lyle
Railsback, playing a
university relations pho
tographer, wants to take
a picture of Nava and

color for the guidebook.

enumerations of the suicides attempted and succeeded in

(There was certain

Now showing in EHS Room 102
Friday and Saturday from 6 to 10 pm
All films will be shown each night

Shankland, because he
Mikes the color.' We see

Curammeng in the
background also rebuff
ing the photographer's

Ti c k e t s a r e a v a i l a b l e a t t h e d o o r

attempt to capture some

WALLY'S DINER
Now Serving:
Hiammus & FftlHicl

M,

we must accept, given those choices. ^ .

Sub Sandwiches St Pitas

Thcos, Taqiiilos & Fajilas
Hamburgers Sc Hot Dogs

Frcsli Salads ^ CardcnburgcTs
Wc liakc Our Bread and Cookies in store

Vegetarian Meals are our Specialty!

for $2.00
J

Mational

Leadership Conference
K t .

ticorge Liniveriiity

APRIL 6-8, 2001
Come experience

a weekend you will never forget
Jcaming aiwut servant Icadcf-shiTT,

thremgh mteractivc workshops,

and the Tiiikum xopcs course

T^>ur resume PfiEPARE

F r e e D r i n k fi n 1 0 % O F F
W/$3 PUKCli\SJb vIV Am PlTRCHASF

TJlc xLi $50 ior

with this coupon
Located one mie seelh of {onpis m Hlgfnvay 99W liMlde tlie TexoKO SlaHon an the way to Duidfit
S3K-61U1 213^ A. Hwy yyw - open Daily n-7. FrL and Sac. n-H

Sign up cu,t=id= tlu= ASC o££ice
T O D AY !
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Sports outside
i

i

the bubble"

SPORTS

Men's tennis still in need of a first victory
JOHN FFf TOM

rMnterhawJc^___t^
Interested m seeing some

tumblin' and rumblin'?
The Hawks' regular season
only runs a few more
weeks. Tickets range from
$12-$19.50. For more

info, call Ticketmaster at

(503) 224-4400 or go

online @ www.winterhawks.com.

*Blazers: If basketball (or
dancing) is your fancy, you

still have time to catch the
Blazers at the Rose
Garden. Affordable tickets
for college students are
around $I0-$23. Cal

(503) 224-4400 or go to
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Staff Writer
With five games remaining

in the season, the George Fox
men's tennis team hopes to pro
vide a glimpse of the future of
Bruin tennis. Head coach Rick

Bruins. Coach Cruz is hoping
that his college playing experi
ence will help anchor the young
team. Gonzales has also spent
the last two seasons on the bas
ketball team.

Three freshmen soccer play
ers joined the tennis team this

Cruz is "optimistic that his young
players could be building some

season at the second, third and

thing good here." Cruz, who

from Springfield. Ore., Ben

joined the team in mid-season of
1999, entered his second full sea

Yliniemi from Monmouth, Ore.,

son as the Bruins' head coach

Newberg, Ore., all help form the

with a career record of 12-16, but

forth spots. Derek Dougherty

and Nathan Chamberlain from

nucleus of the team's youth

has seen his team drop their first

movement.

seven matches of the 2001 sea

forth freshman is Yu Shoji from

s o n .

Tokyo, Japan, who plays at the
Cruz's team is building for

The

team's

the future after losing all but one

No. 5 singles slot. Jeremy
Johnston, a junior from Medford

of the members of last season's

Ore., joined the Bruins two

team. The team is missing Todd

matches into the season to fill the

Hammans and Ryan Cruz, both
m e m b e r s o f t h e 2 0 0 0 F i r s t Te a m

final spot.
For doubles play, Dougherty

AU-Norlhwest

and Gonzales combine at No. 1,

Conference.

http://www 1 .nba.com/blaz

gles and 7-2 at No. 2. Cruz was

Yliniemi and Chamberlain play
at No. 2, and Shoji and Johnston

ers/tickets.

5-4 at No. 1 and 7-4 at No. 2.

form the No. 3 team.

Hammans was 7-4 at No. 1 sin

Together, they teamed up to go

*ESPN.com Awards: Firs
Te a m — J a s o n W i l l i a m s

(Duke), Jamaal Tinsley
(Iowa State), Joseph Forte
( N o r t h C a r o l i n a ) . Tr o y
Murphy (Notre Dame
Shane Battier (Duke

T h e t e a m s h o w e d a fl a s h o f

15-5 at No. 1 doubles and earned

what could be on Saturday

a No. 13 ranking in the NCAA
Division III West Region.
Joe Gonzales is the only

(March 10), when Gonzales and

Dougherty both won their singles

player returning from last sea

matches and together took the
No. 1 doubles victory. Still, it

son's 8-12 team, which finished

proved too little to lead the

fifth in conference play at 6-6.

Bruins to their first victory of the

The sophomore from Roseburg,

season.

Ore., fills the No. 1 spot for the

"We're young, which means

File photo

Joe Gonzales is this year's only returning men's
tennis player.
we have a bunch of scrappers
who will work hard, never give

Cruz.

up, and who will grow with the
experience they're getting

The Bruins hope that experi
ence comes quickly.

against quality opponents, says

Second Team — Troy Be
(Boston College), Fran
Williams (Illinois), Casey

jJacobsen (Stanford), Jason
Richardson (Michigan

State), Casey Calvary
(Gonzaga). Third Team Gilbert Arenas (Arizona),
Brett Nelson (Florida),

Ta y s h a u n P r i n c e
(Kentucky), Michael
Bradley (Villanova),
Michael Wright (Arizona)

*Top NCAA seeds: Duke

and Stanford received the

First year coach makes a difference in team and record
SFRENA

BRIJMUND

Sports Editor

This was back in the day
when it was cooler to see how

This time of year, I often
remember standing behind a
very flimsy, unstable backstop

far you could launch a ball with
out throwing your little third
grade aim out of its socket than
it was to try and eliminate those

on the field in back of my old

"rainbow" throws.

elementary school.
Sacrificing my Saturday

morning cartoons, I would stand

For Fox's Softball team,

maybe it is memories like this
that keep bringing each player

there with a bat that seemed as

back to the fields every spring.

tall as me, wearing a helmet that
was always flopping around my

Or perhaps this year, it's more
about being on a team, sharing
that same competition, and
knowing that they are going to

head as I ran around the dirt

patch bases.

better their name.

In contrast with the years
before, the lady Bruins are well

on their way to improving their
image.
The Bruins, who were only
6-25 last year, are already onethird of the way to that total
under new head coach Tim Hill

of games in his 25 years as an
ASA and high school softball
coach, but perhaps he has never
had a more daunting task than
that of taking a college team that
won only six games last year and

turning it into a conference con
t e n d e r.

"It

won't

happen

after going 2-1-1 in the season
opener March 3-4 against

overnight," Hill admitted, "but 1

Northwest Christian College and
Lewis & Clark College.

lenge and am looking forward
eagerly to this season."

Hill has guided hundreds of
young ladies through hundreds

The Bruins are coming off a
season in which they went 6-25

am intrigued by this new chal

o v e r a l l a n d fi n i s h e d 9 l h i n t h e

top regional seeds in the

Northwest Conference with a 3-

East and West, respective

18 league mark, so the climb
will definitely be uphill.

ly, while Big Ten members

However, Hill is optimistic,

Illinois (Midwest) and
defending national cham

saying, "This team has come a
long way in a short time and
appears to be much-improved.
We're not at the level of the lop
teams in our conference yet, but
we will be competitive and I

pion Michigan State
(South) garnered the other
top nods.

L rrtllege footh*-''" death:

can see us In tlie middle of the

pack."

The death of Florida State
linebacker Devaughn
Darling is rightfully caus

The team has taken to him

well, as they arc confident in his
knowledge and experience as
he leads the program.
"I think he has really

ing introspection on the
whole issue of off-season

improved our team," says soph

conditioning programs and

o m o r e i n fi c l d c r R e b e c c a D e a n .

[just how much is too
fmuch. Darling died last

"Wc arc already halfway to a

workout called a mat

Bohlandcr has noticed a change
in the attitude of the players.

to produce the reaction

"He makes you want to
come to practice. Not just

belter record than where we

were last year."

week after a strenuous

Senior

dril " The desired result i

time and discipline it takes

to play late in a game '
Tallahassee's steamy
mate.

o u t fi e l d e r

Jill

Photo by Collin Cambridge havQ to, but to leam

Laura Steenson winds up
the play.

for the pitch as first baseman Rebecca Dean prepares for

and improve personally and as a
t e a m .
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SPORTS

Wins finally start to roll in for baseball
PRESS

had been done. Lorenz made it

RELEASE

bring his record to 3-0, and a

stand up by scattering six hits
over 7.2 innings, .striking out
three while walking none.
Pacific got an unearned run

missed third strike led to a four-

in the 2nd when Adam Munson-

Southpaw Damon Lorenz
threw seven strong innings to

Young singled, advanced to sec
ond on a bad pick-off throw by
Lorenz, and later scored on Isaac

Goya's line-out to left field. The
Boxers' final run came in the 8th
on an H.J. Williams solo home

run deep to center field.
George Fox, by taking two
out of three in the weekend
series, is 5-10 overall and 2-1 in
the conference, while Pacific is
3-4 overall and 1-2 in the league.

run 1st inning that was all
Lorenz would need as the

Northwest

for the Bruins in the first game,

11. at Bond Field.

scattering five hits in as many
innings while striking out seven.
The southpaw benefitted from

With two down in the

first, the fioodgates opened
f o r t h e B r u i n s w h e n P a c i fi c

a 13-hil attack that pinned the loss
on Boxer starter Dustin Bare, 0-2.

Voorhies

dropped Eric Bell's swinging

The nightcap was a fine

strike three for a passed ball
and could not get the throw

pitching duel between
righthanders Brody Wilson for
George Fox and Kelly DeVoy of

to first in lime.

Kyle Langeliers singled,
followed by a single by

Pacific. The two matched zeros
until the 6th when the Bruins

Aaron Bliss to score Bell.

touched DeVoy for a pair, Maffey

Ryan Dearinger was hit by a
pitch to load the bases, and
Greg Dombek cleared them
with a long double to center
field, accounting for the win

and Grady Shavers reaching on
singles and Langeliers doubling
them home with two out.

George Fox is now 5-10
overall and 2-1 in conference.
The Bruins hit the road tomorrow

ning margin.
Boxer

starter

Scott

as they take on Lewis and Clark

Braun, 0-1, allowed only
three hits to the Bruins over

the

next

run in the 8th inning gave the
Pacific University Boxers a 3-2

appeared to be back on the beam

Conference baseball March

Luke

to give the Bruins an 8-2 win
against Pacific in the first of two
games. However, a solo home

had missed two weeks due to
s o r e n e s s i n h i s s h o u l d e r,

t h e P a c i fi c U n i v e r s i t y

catcher

with two doubles and three RBI

Paul Andrewjeski, 1-2, who

Bruins took a 4-2 win over
in

Kyle Langeliers went 3-for-4

second-game win.

George Fox University

Boxers

Last Saturday, March 10,

seven

innings,

strik-

*•>'

Cambridge

ing out five while walking Erie Bell, designated hitter, at the plate for the Bruins in their home game against the
only one, but the damage Boxers.

in a double header starting at
noon. They then return home to
Morse Field Sunday to host
Lewis and Clark in a single game
at 2:00 p.m.

Success abundant at NWC Focus Meet
The women's team gamers seeond, men earn third
PRESS

RELEASE

In another good showing
early in the outdoor track and
field season, the George Fox

and the triple jump (36-4.25),
Sarah Zempel in the shot put (4010.25), the 4x100 relay team
(50.86), and the 4x400 relay team
(4:15.93).
J a m i e M c E l w a i n fi n i s h e d

University women finished sec
ond and the Bruin men third in

2nd'overall to an unattached win

the Northwest Conference Focus

ner but had the top scoring time

Meet hosted by Willamette

in the 800 (2:24.96), as did Tori

University here Saturday, Mar.

Taylor in the 3,000(11:11.84).
Seconds were claimed by

10.

These included Ben

Salisbury in the 100
( 11 . 3 9 ) a n d t h e 2 0 0

(22.90), Nick Ryland in
the 800 (2:01.52), Brett

Yeager in the high jump
(6-4), Bryan Wadlow in
the triple jump (43-0.5),
Darin Krueger in the
hammer (152-0), and the

4x100 relay team (43.29).

"This meet scored eight

Pitner in the 100 (13.09), Gates

Earning thirds were

places deep, and we just don't
have the depth to earn that many

in the 200 (27.13), Amy Forbes
in the high jump (5-0), Zempel in
the discus (126-08), and Lori
Miller in the javelin (122-0).

Jon Robinson in the 100

points," admitted Bruins coach
Wes Cook, "but we turned in

some outstanding numbers and 1
think did quite well."
In the women's events, host
W i l l a m e t t e t o o k fi r s t w i t h 2 9 2

points, followed by George Fox
with 195.

Winning events for the

Thirds went to McElwain in the

1,500 (5:00.34) and Zempel in
the hammer (121-03).
In the men's events, the top

high hurdles (15.67),

spot went to Lane CC with 216.5
points, followed by Willamette
with 180, George Fox with 162,

(56.81), and Kyle Dixon
in the javelin (158-03).
The George Fox 4x400
"B" team also got a third

200 (26.76), Sara Gates in the

Chemeketa CC with 79, Lewis &
Clark with 54.5, and Pacific with

400 (59.83), Janelle Goeres in the

9.

Bruins were Brooke Pitner in the

5,000 (19:48.37), Deveny West
in the pole vault (10-06), Kelsey
Baron in the long jump (16-06)

(11.41), Tyler Gassaway
in the 200 (23.05), Eric
Costa in the 400 (50.26),
Tevin Taylor in the 100

George Fox got only one
fi r s t , i n t h e 4 x 4 0 0 r e l a y s
(3:22.36), but several seconds.

Zach Davidson in the 400

intermediate hurdles

(3:30.00).

The Bruins compete
in another NWC Focus
Meet tomorrow at
Linfield College.

Fraternities • Sororities

Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester witli the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraisirtg event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly^ so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or
visit vvww.campusfundraiser.com.

Eric Costa runs the final leg of the men's 4x400 relay hel^'"
ing his team win first In this event at the NWC meet

~l:^^p§£gNTlFRIDAY, MARCH 16. 2001
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tennis picks up first win of the season
PRESS

RELEASE

players to meet the Bruins,

U2. As Stephanie Selid and
Erickson were warming up
to meet at //3 singles,

wlio did win the three match
An injury-wrackcd

Evergreen State College
team

was

no

match

for

es tliat were played. In the
//I doubles match, George

Erickson went down with an

Fox's Kim Reimer and
Kristin Miller defeated

The #4-6 matches were al.so

the Bruins recorded their

Evergreen's Molly Erickson

defaulted to the Bruins.

fi r s t

2001

and Becca Bartleson 8-2, but

women's tennis season with

the other two doubles were

on the season, and will trav

a 9-0 victory over the

defaulted.

el to Ashland, Ore., to play
Southern Oregon University
Sunday (Mar. 11) at 12:00

George Fox University as
win

of

the

Geoducks March 10th here

injury and defaulted there.

George Fox is now 1-6

In singles, the Bruins'

at the GPU campus courts.

Reimer

With injuries having
sidelined four players, the
Geoducks brought only three

Geoducks' Caitlin Morgan 6-

defeated

the

p.m., a match that was added
to the .schedule a couple of

2. 6-0 at y/1, and Miller
downed Bartleson 6-0, 6-0 at

days ago.

Concluding Women's 2001 Tennis Schedule
March

2 0 Tu e s d a y

LINFIELD

Newberg 3:00

30-31 Fri.-Sat.

UPS Round Robin

Ta c o m a , W A T B A

4 Wednesday
5 Thursday
12 Thursday

LEWIS & CLARK

Newberg 3:30

at Willamette University
at Pacific University

Salem

20-21 Fri.-Sat.

N W C To u r n a m e n t

Ya k i m a

April
photo by Noah Hermann

Kim Reimer returns a volley in her victory over Evergreen
State Geoduck Caitlin Morgan.

3:30

Forest Grove 3:00
TBA

Thank you to those who contributed to an unforgettable journey
Dear Counside Chaos, Pep Band, Students,
Faculty, and Game Management Crew:
On behalf of the luomen's basfeetball team and coaching staff, I would like to say
THy4NK VOU for all your support and encouragement this season. This has been an

unbelieuable year for our team and we owe a huge part of our success to the communi

PRESS

RELEASE

A 17-3 run midway
through the first half enabled
the University of St. Thomas

some 1,500 spectators here at
the Wheeler Sports Center.

to take control, and the 10th-

The Bruins, who had a

r a n k e d To m m i e s w e n t o n t o

23-game home winning
streak snapped by the team

ty here at George Fox. We often discuss how fortunate we are to represent you on the

post a 64-52 win over the 4thranked George Fox

court home and away and how important It is that we a/ways conduct ourseloes with

University Bmins in the sec

class for exactly that reason.

ond

If you have made road trips to our conference opponent's gyms or other NCv4/^

Basketball Championship
Tournament March 3, before

round

Division

of
III

the

NCAA

Women's

that eliminated them in the
"Sweet 16" round of the tour

nament last year, saw their
season end at 23-3.

Diuis/on IM schools, you would know that there is not a better home court enuironment

than ivhat lue haue in Wheeler. Thanks to YOU! Last season we ranked J2th in atten
dance nationally in Div. III. I don't know how we will stack up this year but I do know
that the only schools In Oregon that outdraw us are the University of Oregon and Oregon
State /AWESOME/ It's no coincidence that we haue had so much success at home.

Here are some HOME ATTENDANCE7/A
VERAGES from this basketball
9 2 Diuision 111
George Fox 792 - Diuis/on
III
540 Dll
Northwest Nazarene

Pepperdine
Seattle Pacific
Gonzaga

Pacmc Lutheran
Portland State

U of Portland
Western Oregon
imneld

485

Dl

480

Dll

466

Dl

360

Dill

346

Dl

328

Dl

season:

230 - DM

169-0111

- attendance at our recent PLU game. I hope you could feel how important you

To those in neoer forget that night. We needed energy and you were
were to t e rattled and you were there. We needed a call, and you were

there. Wen ji^ankyou! CourtsideChaos —you were a perfect compliment to eueryall over the re ■ traveled to Puget Sound said a lot about each
thing we've always nuu.

of you impressing potential Bruins! THANK YOU for your encourageTH^NK V loyalty! THANK VOU for making this season something

s do it agai
n next
special. Let
(tVotm),
And
the year!
^nums
- Scott, /ntke (

Thanksotlofaylouwhocameoutand
supported our wonderful women last
night (Saturday, March 3rd). You real
ly ROCKED Miller gymnasium!

When I congratulated the St. Thomas
assistant coach, she commented on our wonderful

fans. I took the liberty to speak for us all when I
told her, "We love this team and nothing will ever

change that. They are an exceptional group of
young women and we are proud of them and what
they have accomplished this year." She then went
on about our beautiful campus, the blue sky, daf
fodils and other stuff, but I had finished listening to
her by then. =)
Thank you Scott, Kerry, Mike, Nicole, Jill,
Shai, Becky, Katie, Tab, Jenny, Amy, Heather,
Christine, Darby, Emily, and Pam for a wonderful
ride! You're the greatest!
— Patty Findley
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CALENDAR & NEWS

March 2001
Sunday

M O N D AY

S AT U R D AY

F R I D AY

T H U R S D AY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

M e n ' s Te n . v s .

^ Basebal
l vs.
Western Baptist

1

^ Whitman.
9 a.m.
T r a c k L i n fi e l d
Icebreaker, 10 a.m.

College, 12 p.m.

Baseball vs. Western

Women's Tennis at
Whitworth College, 3
Jazz Ensemble 7:30

Ore., noon
Softball vs. NCC. 12 p.m. vs.
Lewis 6 Clark, 2 p.m.
Mens Ten. vs. PLU, 2 p.m.

p.m.

W o m e n ' s Te n . a t

p.m., Bauman

Whitman,3D.m.

/€ Men's Tennis vs.

■§« Whitworth

College, 12 p.m.

5

Softball vs.
Northwest Christian

^ Women'
s Tennis vs.
Willamette
Organ Recital,
7:30 p.m.,
Bauman

College, 12 p.m.

W o m e n ' s Te n n i s
v s . P a c i fi c

University, 3 p.m.
Willamette University, 3

State University, 9:30 a.m.
Baseball vs. Pacific, 12
p.m.

Men's Tennis vs. Evergreen
State University, 1 p.m.
Softball vs. Linfield 1 p.m.

Kershner Lecture Hall

-g
A Softball at
1 Northwest

13

12

Christian

University, 3 p.m.
B a s e b a l l v s . We s t e r n

- Staley L ecture, 10 a.m. Bauma n
A ^ Softball vs.

19

Jw 1 Northwest
Christian,
2 p.m.

S o f t b a l l a t P a c i fi c

University, 12 p.m.

Wo m e n ' s Te n n i s v s .

Baseball vs. Lewis St

Linfield College, 3 p.m.
Peace Supper, 6 p.m..

Clark College, 2 p.m.

25

L i n fi e l d

Combined
Events

Softball vs. Mount Mercy
College, 10:45 a.m.
Softball vs. Gustavus

FJ Track & Field -

^ j Linfield
Combined

Focus Meet,
McMinnville
Baseball at Lewis & Clark,
12 pm.
Softball at Pacific, 1 p.m.

Linfield College, 3 p.m.
- B r u i n P r aview

Baptist, 3 p.m.

Day St. Patrick's Day

- Fox Film Festival -

-

21

yM Track at Cat

Tr a c k a t C a l

22

/ ^ StateNorthridge

Zj StateNorthridge

Invitational

Invitational

Students Art

Exhibit, 4 p.m.,
Ross Gallery

Cap a Gown Room

^ Track a Field -

1 / Prayer

X / Tr a c k a t N WC

Wo m e n ' s Te n n i s a t

M e n ' s Te n n i s a t P a c i fi c

University, 2 p.m.

^ Parents Day of

16

15

College, 2 p.m.

B a s e b a l l a t P a c i fi c

Willamette University,
2 p.m.

vs. Evergreen

University, 3 p.m.
Students in Recital,
4:15 p.m., Bauman

M e n ' s Te n n i s a t

Softball vs. Linfield,
1 p.m.

Baseball at

III Focus Meet
-*■ v/omen's Tennis

Faculty Lecture, 7 p.m.,

Clark College, 2 p.m.

18

1

9

p.m.

Softball vs. Lewis &

11

7

28

Softball vs. Plattsburgh
State U of New York,

Softball vs. Plattsburgh
State U of New York,
2:00 p.m.
Softball at Chapman,
5:45 p.m.

10:45 a.m.

Baseball vs. Willamette,"
2 p.m.
Softball vs. Claremont-

Mudd-Scripps, 1 p.m.
Women's

/\ Women's

29

1 Tennis at

1 1 Tennis at

University of
Puget Sound

University of
Puget Sound

Events
Baseball at Concordia

Round-Robin

Round-Robin

University-Portland,
3 p.m.

Men's Tennis at University
of Puget Sound

Tr a c k a t N C A A D i v i s i o n

Adolphus College, 1 p.m.

Spring

B

r

e

a

k

—

it! Challenge
Baseball at UPS, 1 p.m.
Softball vs. PLU, 2 p.m.

Preview: 150 to 200 expected Worship: Charlie Hall, local bands, more
Continued from page 1

join in specially planned activi
ties.

There is a wide range of
activities planned for the upcom
ing Bruin Preview, including the
"Price is Right." various con
certs, presentations by differ
ent small groups on campus
such as the University
Players, and art show
cases.

"Each time we try to
do something new, and each
year Bruin Preview gets bel
ter!" said Jennifer Swanborough.
Undergraduate Admissions.
The preview time is organ

ized so that the visiting students
will have the opportunity to
experience the George Fox aca
demic and social atmosphere.

"Our hope is that prospective stu
dents will get a feel for college
life while having a ton of fun,"
said Swanborough.
Bruin Preview is expected to
provide these prospective stu
dents adequate information to
enable them to make prudent
choices concerning their

Continued from page 1

es across the Northwest.

Brown also said, "I personal
Christina Brown is part of
the committee for The Light.
Brown is organizing volunteers
for this event and is one of the

futures. Whatever deci

many students involved in plan
ning. Brown said, "As a whole
our committee is very excited for

sion a student makes, the

this event."

preview weekend
hopes to provide him
or her with an enjoy
able experience.
Said Swanborough, "We

think our student body is great,
and love to give prospective stu
dents the connections to current
students."

student. Housing is provided at
Mountain View Middle School

Christian campus it is very easy

for a fee of $5 per night.

for us to get staid in our relation

Registration can be done
upon arrival or beforehand.
Registration forms are available
at light2001.com.

ship with God."
Brown hopes that this event
w i l l r e k i n d l e fi r e s i n t h e h e a r t s o f

those that take advantage of the
opportunity and attend.

Registration for The Light is

For more information call
503-554-2323 or e-mail: the-

light200i@mail.com.

Prayer: Fox community requests lifted up
Continued from page 1

end here. There is a box on the
Parents' Day

o

effort EVERY student

e v e n t s l i k e B r u i n P r e v i e w. We

$5 for George Fox students and
$10 for anyone who is not a GFU

ly think that since we are on a

The committee has adver

really appreciate the
makes by helping us with

tised The Light at many campus

led in making decisions for the
format of the day. I was also
blessed by the combination of
larger group prayer time and
small group prayer-walk time."

The group prayer doesn't

f^

Prayer

Parents have checked the box and
are talking with God. The voice

of the entire George Fox commu

nity is represented in the prayer

mailer,
indicat-'

requests and praises collected by
Karlyn Fleming via Foxmail

ing

prior to March 10. Everything
that touches this university will

a

commit-^

ment to individual prayer.

be prayed over.

Leadership: Conference to focus on going "Above and Beyond" norms
Continued from page 1
ers, but through student interac

today's colleges and workplaces.
This year's keynote speaker
is Julie Yancich Bcggs. Director

ment, ethics, and trust within an

organizational culture.

Other featured speakers are

of Outreach Services at the

tion and hands-on experience as

Peggy Fowler. CEO of Portland

Greenleaf Center for Servant

General Electric; Debbie Doty,

well. The theme for this year's

Leadership in Indianapolis, IN,

team coordinator at Northwest

conference, "Above and

where she acts as a liaison with

Beyond," represents a conference
focal point: attempting to go
beyond the norms of leadership
and instead, exploring leadership
styles and issues of leadership in

colleges and universities to help

Medical Teams International;
Dirk Barram, chairman Fox's

leaders increase their understand

business and economics depart

ing of servant leadership.
Servant-leadership is a philoso
phy that fosters caring, empower

ment, and Eileen Hulme, assis
tant vice president for Student

Life at Baylor University.

The cost for Fox students is

$50 with a matching ASC schol

the ASC office (ext. 3010), or
email the committee at

arship of $25 available to the first
ten whom apply. The cost covers

elite@george fox.edu.

all meats including the keynote
banquet. Tilikum ropes course,

ence website at http://cs.george-

service learning projects, and late
night activities at the Foxhole and
Sherwood Ice Arena.

For more information and

registration, check out posted
brochures around campus, visit

Further conference details
and schedule are on the confer
fox.edu/ELITE.

So come on out and gel to

know other student leaders from
around the nation for a weekend

full of exploring, asking ques
tions. and stretching your limits.

